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SUMMARY 
A procedure for the application of support measures in tunnelling, at different depths and different 
geotechnical conditions, is presented in this report. 
After defining the intrinsic behaviour, classification based on quantitative parameters is given and a 
comparison between two schemes is made. Based on that, different types of intervention are defined, 
including support, pre-support, pre-confinement and improvement to the surrounding mass. 
The designing procedure is described step by step, since the pre-dimensioning of the final lining to the 
support decision, being the last step a comparison of the conclusions obtained, and the suggestions 
made by existing guidelines, so that a standardized simple approach can be thought. 
 
KEYWORDS: Road tunnel, Semi-shallow tunnel, Deep Tunnel, Pre-Support, Support. 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The opening of a tunnel in a rock mass modifies the stress field; therefore the cavity and the face of 
the tunnel tend to move towards the opening until a new equilibrium state is reached. This new 
equilibrium is obtained at the cost of partial or total mobilization of the surrounding rock mass 
strength, and if it is the case, by the intervention of a support structure. Having said this becomes clear 
that a key aspect for a responsible dimensioning process lies on good intrinsic behaviour assessment 
which can be done through various existing methods (some more complex and demanding than 
others). 
In this work a quantitative approach based on the study of behaviour categories has been used as 
starting point of the dimensioning procedure; so before briefly describing the procedure, an 
explanation regarding the development of the used quantitative approach is relevant. 
 
1.1. EMPIRICAL DESIGN METHODS OF TUNNEL SUPPORT BASED ON ROCK MASS CLASSIFICATION 
Empirical methods which allow pre-dimensioning the primary support of a tunnel are normally based 
on rock mass classification schemes. 
“Rock mass classification schemes have been developing for over 100 years since Ritter (1879) 
attempted to formalize an empirical approach to tunnel design, in particular for determining support 
requirements.” [1] 
It’s important to understand that when this industry started, technology wasn’t so evolved, so non-
computational methods had to be used. Nowadays, classification schemes are mainly a mean to obtain 
input parameters for other methods, but in the beginning they were the dimensioning method, 
therefore a historical description to understand the changes that occurred through the years is justified. 
Most of the classification methods presented below were developed from case histories, so before 
trying to apply any of them it’s important to keep in mind the geological characteristics in which they 
can be used. 
According to Dr. Evert Hoek, although the development of classification schemes had started earlier, 
the first reference to rock mass classification for tunnelling in a paper is by Terzaghi, in 1946, [2]. 
Terzaghi says that the load on the designed support may be estimated based in qualitative criteria. 
“While no useful purpose would be served by including details of Terzaghi's classification (…), it is 
interesting to examine the rock mass descriptions included in his original paper, because he draws 
attention to those characteristics that dominate rock mass behaviour, particularly in situations where 
gravity constitutes the dominant driving force.” [1]  
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Twelve years later, Lauffer (1958), [3], proposed a classification based on the relation between the 
unsupported span stand-up time and the quality of the rock mass (presented later in this chapter). Since 
then several modifications have been made to the original method, and is now part of the tunnelling 
approach know as NATM – New Austrian Tunnelling Method. “The significance of the stand-up time 
concept is that an increase in the span of the tunnel leads to a significant reduction in the time 
available for the installation of support. For example, a small pilot tunnel may be successfully 
constructed with minimal support, while a larger span tunnel in the same rock mass may not be stable 
without the immediate installation of substantial support. (…) The techniques are also applicable when 
tunnelling in excessively broken rock, but great care should be taken in attempting to apply these 
techniques to excavations in hard rocks in which different failure mechanisms occur. (…) In designing 
support for hard rock excavations it is prudent to assume that the stability of the rock mass 
surrounding the excavation is not time-dependent. Hence, if a structurally defined wedge is exposed in 
the roof of an excavation, it will fall as soon as the rock supporting it is removed.” [1] 
At this time, it was already understood that different failure modes could occur and not always the 
tunnel could be driven full face. 
Later, Deere et al. (1967) (cited in [4]), came up with RQD – Rock Quality Designation index, which 
through drill core logs can estimate the rock mass quality. “RQD is defined as the percentage of intact 
core pieces longer than 100 mm (4 inches) in the total length of the core. The core should be at least 
NW size 0 (“Narrow web” size 0 - 54.7 mm or 2.15 inches in diameter) and should be drilled with a 
double-tube core barrel.” [1] 
It is relevant to mention (since it is an index still commonly used) that in 1982, Palmström, [5], 
suggested that in the case of no available core, RQD can be estimated from the number of 
discontinuities per unit volume, if the discontinuities trace is visible. 
Although what was mentioned in the last 2 paragraphs, the most important use of this index is as a 
component of two rock classifications developed later, Q and RMR. But, before entering in the 
explanation regarding Q and RMR, a previously developed classification should be presented, 
because it made an important contribution to the later schemes. 
The Rock Structure Rating – RSR, developed in 1972 by Wickham et al., [6], introduced the concept 
of rating different parameters to obtain a numerical rock mass classification. “In spite of its limitation, 
it is worth examining the RSR system in some detail since it demonstrates the logic involved in 
developing a quasi-quantitative rock mass classification system.” [1] 
Two years later, Barton et al. (1974), [7], proposed a Rock Tunneling Quality Index – Q, which 
permitted the determination of rock mass characteristics and tunnel support requirements as a function 
of the product of three parameters: block size, inter-block shear strength and active stress. Many 
comments have been made about other parameters that could have been included in this classification 
system, but if they had been included “(…) the classification would have been less general, and its 
essential simplicity lost.” [1] 
Besides developing Q, Barton et al. (1974) also defined a parameter, De – Equivalent dimension, that 
relates the excavation span to the demanded degree of security according to the usage (ESR – 
Excavation Support Ratio; which is a concept very similar to the safety factor, commonly used in 
geotechnical project, with the difference that a lower ESR means a higher degree of security). Figure 
1.1 shows that plotting De against Q permits the definition of different support categories (or in other 
words, gives suggestion for the support system needed to maintain the stability of the excavation). 
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Figure 1.1 - Support categories based on Q (Palmström and Broch (2006), after Grimstad and Barton (1993)) [1] 
 
Bieniawski in 1976, [8], published the Geomechanics Classification or Rock Mass Rating – RMR, 
which using the same principal used in Q index (and the earlier RSR), deals with the estimation of the 
rock mass strength, based on six parameters (more specifically, the sum of the ratings given to the six 
parameters): Uniaxial compressive strength of the material; RQD; Spacing of discontinuities; 
Condition of discontinuities; Orientation of discontinuities (one of the aspects that was pointed as a 
missing parameter in Q index); Groundwater conditions. 
“In applying this classification system, the rock mass is divided into a number of structural regions 
and each region is classified separately. The boundaries of the structural regions usually coincide with 
a major structural feature such as a fault or with a change in rock type. In some cases, significant 
changes in discontinuity spacing or characteristics, within the same rock type, may necessitate the 
division of the rock mass into a number of small structural regions.” [1] 
Another similar aspect is that this classification scheme also gives a set of guidelines based on its 
value (Figure 1.2): 
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Figure 1.2 - Guidelines for excavation and support of 10 m span rock tunnels in accordance with the RMR system 
(After Bieniawski 1989) [1] 
 
Before proceeding with the historical description, analysing Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 permits to see 
that empirical methods based on rock mass classifications do not consider the level of stress and 
deformation of the rock mass around the opening, or in other words, they do not consider the 
behaviour categories. 
Being so, these methods can be applied during feasibility studies to obtain some preliminary indication 
on the type of primary support to be considered, but the adequateness of the support to the specific 
tunnel has to be further checked (e.g., through numerical modelling in the subsequent design phases - 
developed in later chapter). 
Getting back to the subject, after having established the similarities between this widely used 
classification schemes, it’s time to point some of the main differences, which lie on the different 
weights given to the parameters, the lack of a stress parameter in RMR and the discontinuities 
orientation parameter (already pointed out in previous paragraph) only present in RMR. “When using 
either of these methods, two approaches can be taken: one is to evaluate the rock mass specifically for 
the parameters included in the classification methods; the other is to accurately characterize the rock 
mass and then attribute parameter ratings at a later time. The latter method is recommended since it 
gives a full and complete description of the rock mass which can easily be translated into either 
classification index. If rating values alone had been recorded during mapping, it would be almost 
impossible to carry out verification studies.” [1]. This means that recognizing their differences leads to 
a more complete classification when both are used (separately and then compared). 
More recently, another rock mass classification was presented, RMi – Rock Mass index (Palmström 
(1995)), and is based on the principle that the joints intersecting a rock mass reduce its strength. [9] 
In the same year, Hoek et al. (1995), [10], presented the Geological Strength index – GSI which is 
actually one of the most used rock mass classifications. “The strength of a jointed rock mass depends 
on the properties of the intact rock pieces and also upon the freedom of these pieces to slide and rotate 
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under different stress conditions. This freedom is controlled by the geometrical shape of the intact rock 
pieces as well as the condition of the surfaces separating the pieces. Angular rock pieces with clean, 
rough discontinuity surfaces will result in a much stronger rock mass than one which contains rounded 
particles surrounded by weathered and altered material.” [1] 
Contrarily to what happens with RMR and Q, GSI alone doesn’t provide any support estimation, and 
there lies a big difference between this scheme and the previous ones. If the description stopped here, 
it would seem that GSI was actually a step behind in the evolution, since it alone doesn’t permit to 
estimate any of the needed information. 
It’s true that alone it doesn’t permit to do much, but this simple numeric classification when combined 
with intact rock properties permits to estimate the reduction of the rock mass properties for different in 
situ conditions which provides a good input to numerical/analytical behaviour approaches.  
To finalize this historical description, it should be said that “Geomechanical classifications form part 
of today’s rock tunnelling design. Nevertheless, it is important to distinguish their field of 
applications, either as a part of the process of characterization, with only a geomechanical function, or 
as an empirical method of design.” [11] 
A more detailed explanation on GSI can be found in [1] and an example of its applicability on 
tunnelling will be given in a later chapter, although it can already be said that this classification can be 
obtained from RMR, Q and RMi, [11] or by means of field estimation [1] (initially it was obtained by 
correlations, but field estimation proved to be more reliable, so this way should be used to obtain the 
value of this index). 
 
1.2. RECOMMENDATIONS OF TUNNEL SUPPORT BASED ON MULTIPLE CRITERIA 
A different approach to support design is to base the decision not on rock mass classification schemes 
but in a list of pre-defined criterion that can help identify the most suitable support. 
The French Association for Underground works (AFTES) published in 1989 “Temporary and 
Permanent Support – Recommendations on Choice of Tunnel Support”, [12]. In these 
recommendations an attempt is made to identify the most appropriate tunnel support based on a 
number of criteria governing the choice. 
The considered criteria are: 
 quality of the rock mass / soil; 
 presence of discontinuities (number of joint sets, orientation and spacing); 
 weathering and swelling potential; 
 presence of groundwater; 
 tunnel overburden and the consequent state of stress; 
 tunnel size; 
 sensitivity of the surrounding environment to tunnelling-induced settlement. 
The criteria are considered separately and the most suitable type of support to cover the particular 
feature is suggested (the tables that summarize the information regarding each criterion can be seen in 
[12]); so it is easily understood that the limit of the recommendations is that using the criteria 
separately can eliminate certain types of support (not to mention the high dependency on the 
engineering judgment). Another aspect is that at the outcome of the analysis several types of support 
can still be feasible thus the final choice has to be made on the basis of criteria such as the cost and/or 
the possible site organization. 
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Bearing this in mind, the AFTES recommendations can only be used in a very preliminary stage and 
the obtained results have to be compared with other methods, such as those described in the previous 
section. 
Before proceeding, it’s relevant to mention that also the Swiss standards, [13], make reference to some 
principle which can be adopted to define the tunnel support (Figure 1.3), however the 
recommendations still remain strongly qualitative. 
 
 
(1) if measures should be taken to reduce the induced impact on 
the surrounding; 
(2) if measures should be taken because of the presence of slip 
surfaces; 
(3) permeability and water content have to be determined. 
 
Figure 1.3 - Type of tunnel support and possible application, adapted from [13] 
 
 
1.3. TUNNEL EMPIRICAL DESIGN METHODS BASED ON BEHAVIOUR CATEGORIES 
The behaviour category expresses the type of deformation responses of the unsupported cavity upon 
excavation, or in other words, makes the support design highly dependent of a combination between 
geomechanical and in-situ stress conditions, geometry and depth of the considered opening. 
Several classification systems using this principle exist in the technical literature related to tunnelling, 
and their families can be summarized as follows: 
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 Classification systems based essentially on the behaviour of the cavity - an example of 
such classifications is that of Lauffer (1958) who distinguished 7 classes (brought up to 9 
in the successive updating of 1988), varying from stable, A, to very squeezing conditions, 
G, based on the active supported span and the stand-up time; the scheme of the 
classification is presented in Figure 1.4; 
 
 
Figure 1.3 - Relationship between active span and stand-up time for different classes of rock mass (after Lauffer 
(1958)) 
 
 Classifications based on the behaviour of the face and of the cavity - Lombardi (1974) – 
Figure 1.5 - for example, based on different stability conditions of the face and the cavity, 
distinguished four classes, varying from very favourable (Case 1: face and cavity stable), 
to very unfavourable (Case 4: face and cavity unstable), [14]; 
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LEGEND:  (1) characteristic curve of the tunnel; (2) characteristic curve in proximity of the tunnel face; 
(3) characteristic curve of the weakened ground core ahead of the tunnel face; 
(4) core collapse; 
(EF) equilibrium at the tunnel face; (EG) equilibrium of the tunnel cavity 
Case 1) the face and the cavity are stable; 
Case 2) the cavity is stable and the tunnel face is unstable; 
Case 3) the tunnel face is stable but the tunnel needs to be supported at a certain distance from the face; 
Case 4) the face and the cavity are unstable. 
 
Figure 1.4 - The four cases of stability according to Lombardi (1974) 
 
 Classification systems based exclusively on the stability of the excavated face - Lunardi 
(1993) – Figure 1.6, for example, distinguished three basic categories: stable face, face 
stable for a short period, and unstable face, [15]. 
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Figure 1.5 - Choice of stabilization instruments for the composition of cross-section types (Lunardi, 1993) 
 
In general, these classification schemes distinguish between different behaviour categories on the basis 
of qualitative criteria, and therefore, similarly to the multiple criteria approach, they are open to the 
individual interpretation. It should also be mentioned that methods such as Lunardi’s offer the 
possibility of associating the interpreted behaviour category to the type of tunnel support which could 
be adequate for the tunnel excavation (Figure 1.5). 
So, as an introduction to the next section, it can be said that other than being dependent of the 
individual interpretation (qualitative methods), behaviour based suggestions provide useful aid on 
support design.   
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1.4. CONSIDERED TUNNEL SUPPORT DESIGN METHOD BASED ON BEHAVIOUR CATEGORIES 
The classification scheme applied in this work was proposed by Russo et al. (1997), cited in [16], and 
is based on the quantification of state parameter limits (making it not only more user friendly but also 
forcing it to become less dependent of the individual’s interpretation). Figure 1.6 presents the 
proposed classification scheme, which distinguishes between different behaviour categories based on 
the deformation index of both the tunnel face and the cavity (explanation on the needed input 
parameters and how to assess their values will be given in later section) and Table 1.1 presents a 
detailed description of the several behavioural classes. 
 
 
Figure 1.6 - Quantitative approach to define the behaviour categories, in the form proposed by Russo and Grasso 
(2007) [16] 
 
Table 1.1 – Behavioural classes 
Class Description 
a and b In these classes the strength exceeds the induced stress. So the ground behaviour 
is elastic and generally the deformations are of negligible magnitude. Instability is 
associated to wedge failure and seldom occur in class a where the rock mass can 
be considered as a continuum medium. In class b the rock mass is conceived as a 
discontinuum medium, so this type of failure is more abundant. 
c In this class the magnitude of stress concentrations at the face may reach the 
strength of the rock mass. So the behaviour is elastic-plastic or plastic resulting in 
minor instabilities. Nevertheless, the deformation gradient at the face is low, and the 
face radial convergence is in general less than 0.5%. On the periphery of the cavity 
the stresses exceed the strength of the rock mass, resulting in the formation of a 
plastic zone around the excavation with a width less than R0 (Rp/R0≅1-2). The 
formation of this plastic zone leads to a significant convergence until the theoretical 
new condition of equilibrium is reached. 
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d The magnitude of stress concentrations at the face exceeds the strength of the rock 
mass. So the face is in a plastic state. But as the deformation gradient is low (0.5%< 
δ0<1.0%) for typical excavation advance rates the immediate collapse of the face is 
prevented. The plastic state at the face in conjunction with the development of the 
plastic zone around the cavity (Rp/R0≅2-4) results in overall stability conditions that 
are worse than those of category c. 
e This class differs from d on the magnitude of deformation. At the face the high 
stress-to-strength ratio results in high deformation gradient and critical conditions of 
face stability (δo>1.0%). The width of the plastic zone is very large (Rp/R0>4) and 
the radial deformation very high. 
f What characterizes this class is the immediate collapse of the face during the 
excavation (impossible to install support). This behaviour can be associated with 
cohesionless soils and cataclastic rock masses such as those found in fault zones, 
especially under conditions of high hydrostatic pressure and/or high in-situ stress 
conditions. 
 
The boundary values separating the classes have been derived from comparative analysis of numerous 
case histories. They represent a basic reference, and may eventually be redefined in function of the 
particular characteristics of the rock mass or in view of the results of further studies. 
In case of continuous equivalent rock mass or soils (see Figure 1.8) the definition of the behaviour 
categories and the consequent selection of primary support may be done through the following 
guideline commonly used in tunnel projects by Systra “International consulting engineers for rail and 
urban transport” (Figure 1.8): 
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PREPARATION OF THE 
LONGITUDINAL GEOTECHNICAL AND 
GEOMECHANICAL TUNNEL PROFILE 
IDENTIFICATION OF HOMOGENEOUS 
ZONES ALONG THE ALIGNMENT (using 
geomechanical groups and overburden classes) 
PREVISIONAL ANALYSIS OF ROCK MASS 
INTRINSIC BEHAVIOUR (no tunnel support) 
Analysis of tunnel face 
behaviour 
Analysis of tunnel 
cavity behaviour 
Overburden 
class? 
• Converg.-confinement  
• Numerical modelling 
DEEP 
TUNNEL 
(SEMI)SHALLOW 
TUNNEL 
Numerical modelling (2D 
plain strain model) 
Definition of the 
behaviour classes 
a, b, c, d, e, f 
CHOICE OF THE TYPE OF 
PRIMARY SUPPORT 
MODELLING OF THE PRIMARY SUPPORT 
(hyperstatic reaction method or numerical modelling). 
In case of deep tunnels, the PLIMIT can be checked 
with the convergence-confinement method 
Overburden 
class? 
DEEP 
TUNNEL 
(SEMI)SHALLOW 
TUNNEL 
Closed form solutions 
based on safety factor 
• Converg.-confinem. 
• Axial-symmetric 
numerical modelling 
δ0 = ur / R0 Rp / R0 
STRUCTURAL VERIFICATION 
 
Figure 1.7 – General guideline (after Systra, [17]) 
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Figure 1.8 – Continuous and discontinuous domain, [1] 
 
In many cases, a substantial correspondence of the behaviour categories to primary support section 
types (also called technical classes) occurs (when deriving the classes boundary values, the authors 
also compared the behaviour with the design predictions) thus permitting to associate to the method a 
table of prescriptions in terms of primary support components (Figure 1.9).  
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Figure 1.9 - Identification of the primary support components based on quantitative indexes describing the 
behaviour categories of the rock mass (after Russo et al., 2007) 
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The aim of the work will be to validate such table of prescriptions through a set of analyses based on a 
real case (in development by Systra, presented in Chapter 2).  
 
1.5. CALCULATION PROCEDURE 
The following section corresponds to a summarized description of the work layout presented in the 
order suggested by the flowchart shown in Figure 1.7: 
 Zoning in terms of overburden and rock mass/soil conditions along the tunnel 
alignment; 
The behaviour of the excavated mass is not only dependent on the rock mass/soil 
conditions, but also very dependent of the relationship between the cavity dimension and 
the overburden. Generally all the strength parameters of the mass tend to increase with 
the increasing depth, the failure mode and failure propagation modify and last, the 
support needs are different. So, it is very important before trying to predict the behaviour 
of the excavated mass, to classify the type of excavation according to the overburden. 
An exhaustive description of the differences between shallow tunnels and deep tunnels is 
not in the scope of this work, so only a brief explanation on this subject will be made. 
Shallow tunnels, generally associated to urban tunnelling are usually tunnels in “very 
weathered” rock or ultimately in soil. Different approaches are suggested if the soil is 
cohesive or purely frictional but one of the differences that modify the theoretical 
approach is the plastic zone propagation. When failure starts in shallow tunnels it tends to 
reach the surface, partially because of its proximity and also because of the non-uniform 
plastic zone propagation characteristic of this type of tunnels. The failure mode is 
generally associated to the stress-strength relation.  
Deep tunnels, generally associated to tunnels in medium to good rock mass, tend to have 
uniform failure propagation. The failure mode can be associated to the stress-strength 
relation, but generally, due to the fractures present in the rock mass, two types of failure 
should be analyzed: one is associated to the falling of blocks formed by the intersection of 
the excavated cavity and pre-existing failure zones; the other failure mode is only 
possible to analyze if the blocks don’t fall and the stress redistributions associated to the 
excavation occur. 
 As a consequence of the zoning a set of homogeneous zones are identified, together 
with their probable length and expected spatial variability; 
 After, a representative calculation section is selected for each homogeneous zone; 
 For each calculation section the behaviour category is defined as the result of a 
quantitative analysis of the expected rock mass/soil behaviour towards tunnelling in 
absence of stabilization interventions. This allows to verify the theoretical behaviour 
of the excavated tunnel face and of the excavated profile, with the aim of identifying 
for each homogeneous zone the potential failure mechanism and to choose, on the 
basis of quantitative indicators, the most adequate type of primary support to 
maintain the stability of the cavity; 
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With the industrial revolution, and more recently with the increasing need of underground 
exploration, tunnel engineering has been continuously evolving, but the initial difficulties 
still prevail – How to predict what will happen if a tunnel is excavated?! 
Nowadays with all the accumulated experience, the behaviour predictions are very 
satisfactory, but a general solution to the problem of excavating a tunnel is far from 
existing. So a responsible approach is one that tries to find not an exact solution, but an 
interval of values to constitute a prediction. 
There wouldn’t be much responsibility involved if we could use the term prediction to 
classify the values obtained and after just use them on a geotechnical project with no 
further observation and modification if necessary. Bearing that in mind, Peck (1969), 
[18], suggested the “observational method”, which consists basically in a constant 
monitoring of the behaviour through periodical measurements and modifications on the 
theoretical models used, while the construction work is being developed. In other words, 
it’s a mean to avoid irresponsible behaviours, and EC7 (Eurocode 7, [19]), has a 
description of the conditions to use this method in a geotechnical project. 
In this work, three input parameters have to be known in order to classify the behaviour 
(prediction) using the present method: RMR; δ0 (%) – radial convergence at the face 
(quotient between radial displacement at the face and tunnel radius/equivalent tunnel 
radius); Rp/R0 – quotient between plastic radius and tunnel radius/equivalent tunnel 
radius. It’s relevant to mention that besides explanation on how to obtain the previously 
presented parameters, also discussion on the usage of this classification system and a 
comparison with a multiple graph method will be made on the corresponding chapter. 
Before proceeding to the next topic, a comment has to be made on face stability control - 
besides controlling the radial displacement at the face, also the longitudinal displacement 
at the face or face extrusion (Ul,0)has to be estimated to permit behaviour classification. 
The importance of this estimation lies in the fact that, when the stresses in the rock mass 
surrounding a tunnel exceed the strength of the rock mass, a zone of failure (plastic zone) 
is formed around the tunnel. If it has a large extent, it’ll interact with the failed rock ahead 
of the tunnel face to form a continuous plastic zone, causing this way instability, that may 
lead to face extrusion (high deformation) or ultimately immediate face collapse. So, in 
order to obtain a prediction of the displacement and the response to an intervention (if 
necessary), numerical or analytical methods are used, which will be illustrated in the 
corresponding chapter. 
 Pre-dimensioning the final lining; 
Although not represented in the flowchart, this step is important in a tunnel project, 
because when the excavated section is defined, the geotechnical engineer has to bear in 
mind a first estimate of the thickness needed for support (primary and final) so that the 
final available section is the required (defined according to the usage of the tunnel after 
the works are finalized).  
It’s true that regarding the thickness corresponding to the primary support, the range of 
values is small (typically 20 cm to 25 cm), therefore the impact on the definition of the 
excavated section becomes also small. The same can’t be said for the final lining, because 
by having a larger range of values, the variation induced in the excavated section 
becomes significant, so it becomes necessary at this stage, to estimate the thickness of 
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reinforced concrete that will constitute the final lining (to avoid over or under excavation 
situations). 
In practical terms, this section of the work corresponds to a validation step of the 
geometrical input parameters in the analytical and numerical models. 
 Once the mechanical behaviour of the rock mass is defined, it is possible to proceed 
defining the technical solutions for excavation stabilization of each defined 
homogeneous zone; 
To finalize the work procedure description, a comment regarding the overall calculation approach has 
to be made. The calculation approach for defining the behaviour categories has to allow analyzing the 
behaviour of the tunnel face and of the cavity. 
If 3D numerical models are performed, they can give all the required information for defining the 
behaviour category. However, when pre-dimensioning the tunnel support, generally more simplified 
calculation approaches are used, such as convergence-confinement methods and 2D models. 
Thus the guidelines suggested in Figure 1.7 become very handy when 3D models are not used. 
Although it should be remembered that they are only valid when the rock mass is a continuous domain 
or when it can be represented by an equivalent continuum medium (the size of the discontinuities is 
much smaller than the size of the structure being analysed). When the rock mass behaviour is mainly 
controlled by few sets of discontinuities, then different types of analyses have to be performed, namely 
geo-structural analyses in which the equilibrium of the single rock wedges is analysed and the primary 
support is mainly conceived to stabilize these blocks. 
 
1.6. OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK 
The present work has been developed into two parts. 
In the first part, all the calculation tools have been prepared, which included: 
 developing and programming an Excel spreadsheet that permits generating the ground 
reaction curves and support reaction curves or “combination of supports” reaction curves; 
 properly identifying all the modelling techniques for the different components of the 
temporary support, to be used for 2D and axisymmetric models. 
As for the second part, bearing in mind that several guidelines already exist (and a general guideline 
for tunnel projects was followed), it was intended to make a dimensioning process in “trial-error” basis 
(logically within some prior established limits). It’s true that leading a dimensioning process in such 
bases, takes more time than following already existing guidelines (based on accumulated experience), 
but the aim of this work isn’t to arrive at a support solution; it’s to contribute to that already vast 
accumulated experience “data base” by a mean of results comparison. 
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2 
CASE HISTORY 
 
 
The real case to be considered is that of a new highway tunnel in Malaysia, in a mountain region 
within the state of Perak, North of Kuala Lumpur. The general location map is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Feasibility studies are being performed by SYSTRA and their partners, which for the time being focus 
essentially on the optimisation of the alignment in order to reduce the length of the tunnel, which is 
about 3 km. 
The tunnel will be constituted by two different tubes, one per sense of direction. In the current study 
the effect of the interaction of the two tunnel tubes will not be considered, thus the pre-dimensioning 
of the preliminary support and of the final lining of one tube will be the object of the analyses 
presented in the next chapters. 
The interest of focusing on this case is the fact that preliminary dimensioning of the tunnel can be 
useful to the final client, the state of Perak, to better estimate the expected cost of the works. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 - General location map [20] 
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2.1. GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TUNNEL 
To date, discussions are still going on the size of the tunnel, whether it should be constituted by 2 or 3 
lanes. The final choice will depend upon the validation of the traffic studies and also on political 
decision. 
In order to perform the analyses, the hypothesis was taken that both tubes will have 2 lanes per 
direction, so a standard 2-lanes highway tunnel cross-section currently adopted in Japan was assumed. 
The cross-section is shown in Figure 2.2, where the geometrical dimensions to be considered are the 
functional gauge identified by the blue line. The structural thicknesses of primary support and final 
lining that are shown in the picture are not to be considered as relevant. Their dimensioning will be the 
objective of the study. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 – The considered tunnel cross-section 
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2.2. GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 
The tunnel will be excavated through the Bintang Range, a mountain region which runs from the 
North to the South of state of Perak. The Bintang Range consists mainly of granitic Mesozoic 
formations, according to the regional geological map (see Figure 2.3). 
 
 
Figure 2.3 – General geological conditions of the area according to the regional map provided by Systra 
 
For a better localisation of the tunnel, a geological map at scale 1:60.000 is presented in Figure 2.4 and 
a representative section (A-A) of the tunnel surrounding conditions is shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
 
Tunnel 
location 
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LEGEND: 
RWSM Semanggul Formation (flysch with intraformational conglomerate) 
Qcl Superficial Quaternary deposits 
RBK Batu Kurau Formation (gray recristallized carbonaceous limestone) 
GP Bintang Granite (porphyritic biotite granite) 
PZSKT Kati Beds (fine sandstone with siltstone/shale interbeds) 
Figure 2.4 – Extract from the geological map at scale 1:60.000, provided by Systra 
 
 
Figure 2.5  – Section A-A extracted from the geological map at scale 1:60.000 
 
As can be seen, the tunnel will be driven through the Bintang granite, which consists of porphyritic 
biotite granite. This formation abuts against Triassic rocks and recent alluvium to the West and 
Northwest, while to the East and Southeast it is in contact with the sandstones of the Kati Beds, the 
Pondok Limestone and alluvium of the Perak River. 
A 
A 
Approximated tunnel position 
Approximated tunnel position 
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Numerous inclusions (extremely rich in biotite) are found scattered over the granite outcrops, 
occurring as dark grey to black spots or patches; the size of the inclusions varies from centimetres to 
several meters and the occurrence is confined to the surface of the granite only (according to what can 
be observed in quarry walls in the area they have not been recorded at depth in the granite). 
As for fault zones, the tunnel seems to cross at least one, which can be observed at the surface. 
Even if the investigations are still at the stage of being programmed, some considerations can be done 
on the nature of the rock mass. 
As it is well known, granite can be subject to weathering processes; Figure 2.6 shows the six grades of 
weathering according to the Geological Engineering Society of London, [21]. Idealised weathering 
profiles without corestones and complex profiles with corestones are represented. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6  – Graphical description of weathered rock (Fookes, 1997) [22] 
 
Weathering grade VI, also called “residual soil”, is characterized by the complete alteration of the rock 
(the material fabric of the original rock is destroyed). Being formed in situ these soils have particular 
characteristics which distinguish them from transported soils, principally derived from coastal, 
alluvial, wind blow or glacial processes.  
Possible rock mass 
conditions of the granite 
formation along the 
tunnel alignment 
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Weathering grade V is characterized by the complete weathering of the rock mass which is 
decomposed into residual soil, but the original mass structure is still largely intact leading to a certain 
compressive strength and apparent (or even real) cohesion. 
In weathering grade IV, more than half of the rock mass is weathered and decomposed into residual 
soil. Fresh or discoloured rock is present either as a discontinuous framework or as corestones. Also, 
even if the rock framework contributes to strength, the weak matrix is the one that controls stiffness 
and permeability (according to Fookes, 1997). 
Grades III to I represent the rock mass with different degrees of fracturing, weathering of the fractures 
surface and possible presence of preferential weathering bands, which can correspond to water flow 
preferential path (especially for grade III). On the other hand weathering grades V and IV can be 
considered ‘soil-like’ materials, since their weathered and weak component controls their geotechnical 
behaviour.  
At this stage of the project, it is considered that grades IV to I could be representative of the conditions 
in the excavated rock mass, with possible presence of grades IV to V at the tunnel portals. 
As for groundwater conditions, to date are not known, however the area is quite rich of underground 
water, consequently in order to perform the analyses, it is assumed that the groundwater table is 
located at 1/3 of the overburden from the tunnel crown. 
 
2.3. GEOMECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION OF THE ROCK MASS 
2.3.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The geomechanical characterisation has been based on the experience of similar tunnel projects in the 
area. In order to simplify the analysis, only three geomechanical groups have been considered. The 
properties associated to these groups are summarised in Table 2.1. In Figure 2.7, the groups are also 
indicated on the GSI chart proposed by Hoek. 
 
Table 2.1 – Typical properties of the considered geomechanical groups [17] 
 Weathering 
grade 
σci 
(MPa) 
mi GSI 
G1 I – II 80-160 20-30 70-90 
G3 III-IV 20-40 10-15 35-50 
G5 IV-V 1-10 8-12 10-20 
LEGEND:  σci - Uniaxial compressive strength of the intact rock; 
mi - Hoek-Brown constant for intact rock; 
GSI - Geological Strength Index. 
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Figure 2.7  – Identification of the three considered geomechanical groups on the table for estimating the 
Geological Strength Index of a rock mass [1] 
 
 
2.3.2. FAILURE CRITERION 
It is assumed that the rock mass will behave following the Hoek-Brown non-linear failure criterion 
(further explanation on failure criteria will be given in later chapter). 
So, the following paragraphs consist on a brief explanation in the usage of GSI combined with the 
intact rock properties. 
G5 
G1 
G3 
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The earlier versions of the Hoek-Brown criterion only counted with the following input parameters: 
σci, mi and GSI. With this input parameters, s (constant that depends on the rock mass characteristics) 
a (constant that depends on the rock mass characteristics) and mb (Hoek-Brown constant for rock) 
could be determined, and the failure criterion used. 
But, it became clear that in order to take into account the degree of disturbance due to blast damage or 
stress relaxation, a new parameter had to be included. The 2002 version of the criterion [1] includes 
this new parameter (D). Its value can be obtained through the suggestion made on Figure 2.8. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 – Suggested values for the disturbance factor D [1] 
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So the failure criterion is given by expression 2.1: 
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And a, s and mb, can be obtained by expressions 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4: 
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The uniaxial compressive strength of the rock mass (σc) is obtained by setting σ’3 = 0 in expression 2.1 
and the tensile strength of the rock mass (σt) by setting σ’1 = σ’3 = σt in the same expression, which 
leads to: 
 
a
cic s⋅= σσ   (2.5) 
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ci
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In the current work, a further simplification of the problem was introduced by assuming that the mean 
values of the parameters shown in Table 2.1 could be representative of the different geomechanical 
groups, leading to the following: 
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Table 2.2 – Properties of the geomechanical groups considered for the analyses 
 σci 
(MPa) 
mi GSI 
G1 120 25 80 
G3 30 12,5 42,5 
G5 5 10 15 
 
Based on the properties given in Table 2.2 and taking into account that the excavation method to be 
used includes hydraulic machinery and “drill and blast”, the considered properties of the rock mass 
fully describing its behaviour are the following: 
 
Table 2.3  – Rock mass properties 
 σci 
(MPa) 
D mb s a σc 
(MPa) 
G1 120 0 12,2 0,1084 0,5006 39,451 
G3 30 0 1,698 0,0018 0,5096 1,192 
G5 5 0,5 0,175 1,2e-5 0,5611 0,009 
 
At this stage, residual parameters were assumed equal to the peak parameters (further explanation on 
post-failure behaviour will be given in later chapter). 
 
2.3.3. EQUIVALENT MOHR-COULOMB STRENGTH PARAMETERS 
Equivalent cohesion and friction angle for Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion can be derived from the 
generalized Hoek-Brown criterion. Since friction angle and cohesion are stress dependent, this is done 
by fitting an average linear relationship to the curve generated by solving the equation representing the 
generalized Hoek-Brown failure criterion (expression 2.1), for a given stress range representative of 
the state of stress at the scale of the project [1]. Before proceeding, a comment should be made in this 
topic, being it that although most of these fittings have high correlation factors, if it’s possible to work 
with only one failure criterion, it’s better, because is unavoidable that information is lost using 
correlations. So, for rock mass, Hoek-Brown failure criterion being non-linear is preferred. 
Getting back to the main subject, through the linear relation explained in the last paragraph, the 
equivalent friction angle can be determined by the following expression: 
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And the equivalent cohesion by expression 2.8: 
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where: 
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max3'σ is the upper limit of confining stress over which the relationship between the two failure criteria 
is considered and it has to be determined for each individual case. For deep tunnel Hoek and Brown 
developed the following relation, [1]: 
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Where σ’cm is given by the expression: 
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Before proceeding to the determination of the strength parameters through the presented relations, it’s 
relevant to say that the value obtained with expression 2.11 is known as the global rock mass strength 
(σ’cm). This concept was introduced by Hoek and Brown (1997), [23], and is relevant to highlight that 
it is different from the rock mass compressive strength, σc. A simple way to understand the difference 
is that the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock mass represents the limit over which the failure 
will start and will propagate. On the other side the global rock mass strength represents the overall 
behaviour of a rock mass rather than the detailed failure process. 
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A summary table regarding the strength parameters considered is presented in Table 2.4. Bearing in 
mind that the determination of these parameters depends on the considered overburden classes, 
although only presented later in this chapter, Table 2.4 already includes that consideration: 
 
Table 2.4 – Strength parameters 
 mb 
 
s 
 
a 
 
σci 
[MPa] 
σ’cm 
[MPa] 
Φ’
 
[°] 
c’ 
[MPa] 
G1 
150 m 
12,2  0,1084 0,5006 120 62,7 63,4 4,3 
G1 
350 m 
12,2  0,1084 0,5006 120 62,7 59,5 5,2 
G3 
150 m 
1,698 0,0018 0,5096 30 5,1 41,9 0,59 
G3 
350 m 
1,698 0,0018 0,5096 30 5,1 35,3 1 
G5 
50 m 
0,175 1,2e-5  0,5611 5 0,19 17 0,05 
G5 
150 m 
0,175 1,2e-5  0,5611 5 0,19 12 0,1 
 
 
2.3.4. DEFORMABILITY PARAMETERS 
The deformation modulus of the rock mass has been estimated using the proposal by Hoek and 
Diederichs (2005), [24]. “Hoek and Diederichs (2005) re-examined existing empirical methods for 
estimating rock mass deformation modulus and concluded that none of these methods provided 
reliable estimates over the whole range of rock mass conditions encountered. In particular, large errors 
were found for very poor rock masses and at the other end of the spectrum, for massive strong rock 
masses”, [1]. 
The authors proposed an improved method for assessing the deformation modulus of the rock mass 
Erm, based on a more comprehensive analysis of real cases, which can be done by two ways as a 
function of the available information: 
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In this work, expression 2.13 was used. This expression is used alone when reliable values of the intact 
modulus (deformation modulus of the intact rock) Ei exist. 
Taking into account that specimen damage has a greater impact on Ei determination than on the 
strength (σci), if information about σci is available, the following expression should be used to estimate 
Ei (Deere 1968, cited in [1]): 
 
cii MRE σ×=   (2.14) 
 
where MR - Modulus Ratio, can be obtained from the guidelines provided in Figure 2.9: 
 
 
Figure 2.9  – Guidelines for the selection of MR [1] 
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The following parameters were obtained for the considered geomechanical groups: 
 
Table 2.5 – Assessment of Ei and Erm values for the identified geomechanical groups 
 σci 
[MPa] 
MR 
[-] 
Ei 
[MPa] 
GSI 
[-] 
D 
[-] 
Erm 
[MPa] 
G1 120 500 60000 80 0 52821 
G3 30 400 12000 42,5 0 2348 
G5 5 300 1500 15 0,5 39 
 
 
2.4. IDENTIFICATION OF HOMOGENEOUS ZONES ALONG THE TUNNEL ALIGNMENT 
Since a geomechanical profile is not yet available for the considered tunnel, then an hypothesis was 
taken regarding the identification of homogeneous zones (in terms of geomechanical groups and 
overburden) along the tunnel. 
Two overburden classes were defined for each of the geomechanical groups, as indicated in the 
following table. 
 
Table 2. 6 – Overburden classes to be considered 
 50 m 150 m 350 m 
G1  X X 
G3  X X 
G5 X X  
 
In order to permit the zoning, two classification schemes were used: one developed for cases that deal 
specifically with rock mass and one for soil. Such decision was taken because even if a first analysis 
on the geomechanical groups suggests the use of an approach developed for rock mass, taking into 
account that G5 is possibly not a very weathered rock but a soil, a soil approach to classify according 
to the overburden is also appropriate. 
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2.4.1. ROCK MASS APPROACH 
The used scheme is part of Systra’s project procedures for tunnels in rock mass, and is presented in 
Table 2.7: 
 
Table 2.7 – Rock mass approach (classification according to the overburden) [17] 
H<Deq Deq<H<2,5Deq H>2,5Deq 
Shallow Semi-shallow Deep 
 
In order to obtain the equivalent diameter, the following approximation was assumed: 
 
 
Figure 2.10 – Approximate cross-section 
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This way, the equivalent diameter equals 9.3 m and the classification according to the overburden is 
then possible to be determined: 
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Table 2.8 – Rock mass approach (overburden classification) 
 50 m 150 m 350 m 
G1 - Deep Deep 
G3 - Deep Deep 
G5 Deep Deep - 
 
But, like it was said in the first chapter, a responsible approach is one that searches not an exact value, 
but an interval that contains that value. Being so, follows the classification based on soil approach. 
 
2.4.2. SOIL APPROACH 
The classification to be used is part of Terzaghi’s earth pressure method to estimate the loads acting 
on a tunnel lining, cited in [25] and [26]. 
 
Table 2.9 – Soil approach (classification according to the overburden) 
H<B B<H<2,5B H>2,5B 
Shallow Semi-
shallow 
Deep 
 
Already presented in the last section, the assumed cross-section for this part of the work is shaped 
approximately like a horse-shoe: 
 
 
Figure 2.11 – Approximate cross-section (2) 
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Therefore, B can be obtained by the following expression: 
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where B, represents the width at the tunnel roof of the volume contained between slip surfaces, for 
acting load determination (explained in later section) [26]: 
 
 
Figure 2.12 – Cross-section length used to calculate active pressure on tunnel crown according to Terzaghi’s 
method [26] 
 
The needed input parameters were already presented in Table 2.4, thus the following classification was 
obtained: 
 
Table 2.10 – Soil approach (overburden classification) 
 50 m 150 m 350 m 
G1 - Deep 
(B=14,1 m) 
Deep 
(B=14,7 m) 
G3 - Deep 
(B=17,4 m) 
 
Deep 
(B=18,4 m) 
G5 Semi-
shallow 
(B=21,7 m) 
Deep 
(B=22,8 m) 
- 
 
The classification obtained for G5 at 50 m with this approach differs from the one obtained using the 
rock mass approach; although taking into account that it is in the application limit of the 
numerical/analytical methods used for deep conditions, it can be considered in deep condition. 
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Therefore, from this point on, all the analyses will be made only concerning deep conditions. 
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3 
DEVELOPMENTS ON 
CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT 
CALCULATION TOOLS 
 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The tunnel to be analysed has been classified in Chapter 2 as a deep tunnel. 
Going back to the approach for the pre-dimensioning of the primary support that has been introduced 
in Chapter 1 (general guideline Figure 1.8), in case of deep tunnels the analysis of the intrinsic 
behaviour and the subsequent pre-dimensioning of the primary support can be performed using the 
convergence-confinement method. 
In the following sections a software developed by Rocscience, RocSupport [27], is briefly presented 
together with some detected limitations which have made the object of development of a convergence-
confinement Excel calculation spreadsheet. The features developed in the spreadsheet  are also 
presented, while its Users’ Manual is given in appendix A. 
 
3.2. BACKGROUND ON “ROCKSUPPORT” 
RocSupport is a software for estimating the deformation of circular tunnels in weak rock, and 
visualizing the tunnel interaction with various support systems. 
 
3.2.1. ASSUMPTIONS AND FIELD OF APPLICATION 
The main assumptions in the application of the convergence-confinement method are the following: 
 tunnel is circular; 
 in-situ stress field is hydrostatic (i.e. equal stress in all directions), which is applicable for 
deep tunnels where we can assume that the coefficient of earth pressure at rest K0 is equal 
to 1; 
 rock mass is isotropic and homogeneous (failure is not controlled by major structural 
discontinuities); 
 support response is elastic-perfectly plastic; 
 support is modelled as an equivalent uniform internal pressure around the entire 
circumference of the circular tunnel. 
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This last assumption implies that: shotcrete and concrete linings are closed rings; steel sets are 
complete circles; mechanically anchored rockbolts are installed in a regular pattern which completely 
surrounds the tunnel.  
 
3.2.2. ROCK SUPPORT INTERACTION 
The convergence-confinement method allows analysing in a simplified way the interaction between 
the surrounding mass, the cavity being excavated and the support being installed. 
The loss of confinement caused by tunnelling causes a redistribution of stresses in the surrounding 
medium which is accompanied by deformations. If we imagine an unsupported cavity in axisymmetric 
conditions and if we consider a point ahead of the cavity, located on a generatrix of the projected 
tunnel cylinder in the ground, the stress Pi in this point will vary from the in situ value P0 when the 
point is far ahead the tunnel face, to zero when the point will be located on the tunnel profile, far 
behind the advancing tunnel face. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 – Radial displacements around an advancing tunnel face [27] 
 
Generally, what was said in the last paragraph is expressed by the following relation: 
 
( ) 01 PPi ×−= λ   (3.1) 
 
where Pi is the stress acting in the considered point, P0 is the in situ stress, and λ is the deconfinement 
ratio (varying from 0 – initial state of stress, to 1 for unsupported tunnel far behind the tunnel face). 
Pi can also be seen as a virtual radial pressure acting on the perimeter of the opening, or in other 
words, the more Pi is reduced with respect to P0, the more the tunnel cavity converges. 
So, summarizing, this apparent support pressure, Pi, is:  
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 equal to the in-situ stress (Pi = P0) at a certain distance (about two and one-half tunnel 
diameters) within the rock mass, ahead of the advancing face; 
 equal to about one-quarter of the in-situ stress, at the tunnel face; 
 gradually reduces to zero at a certain distance behind the face. 
Displacements (radial displacements), expressed in terms of convergence of the considered point, are 
associated to the decreasing value of Pi with time and with the advance of the tunnel face. A portion of 
the maximum radial displacements at the tunnel boundary will take place before the face advances 
past a specific point and the tunnel boundary will continue to displace inwards as the tunnel advances 
further beyond the point in question. 
The convergence is a function of the distance between the considered point ant the tunnel face, the 
time after the working face has passed the considered point and also on the unsupported distance 
behind the tunnel face. 
The radial displacement begins a certain distance ahead of the tunnel face (about two and one-half 
tunnel diameters – same distance corresponding to the starting of the decrease in the internal radial 
pressure, initially equal to P0), reaches about one third of its final value at the tunnel face and its 
maximum value at about four and one-half tunnel diameters behind the face (see Figure 3.1). We can 
hence say that for an unsupported tunnel, the tunnel face provides an “apparent support pressure”, 
which in turn can provide the temporary stability to give sufficient stand-up time for the actual support 
to be installed at a distance of the tunnel face, as a function of the quality of the rock mass and of the 
acting stresses. 
For the unsupported tunnel the convergence-confinement curve in the elastic and elasto-plastic 
conditions, also known as ground reaction curve is possible to be determined. Figure 3.2 presents an 
example of this curve: 
 
 
Figure 3.2 – Ground reaction curve showing the relationship between the support pressure and the tunnel wall 
convergence [27] 
 
When plastic conditions are achieved around a tunnel, the extension of the rock mass which underwent 
plastic is indicated as plastic radius. The plastic failure of the rock mass surrounding a tunnel does not 
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necessarily mean that the tunnel collapses: if the thickness of the plastic zone is small compared with 
the tunnel radius, the only evidence of failure may be a few fresh cracks and a minor amount of 
ravelling or spalling; on the other hand, if a large plastic zone is formed, accompanied by large inward 
displacements of the tunnel wall, the loosening of the failed rock mass can lead to severe spalling and 
ravelling and eventual collapse of an unsupported tunnel. 
So, the primary function of the support is to control the inward displacement of the walls and to 
prevent the loosening, which can lead to collapse of the tunnel. 
For a given tunnel radius and in-situ stress, the shape of the ground reaction curve depends on the rock 
mass failure criterion assumed and the specific rock mass characteristics. Pcr, Rpl and the shape of the 
ground reaction curve in the plastic region (Pi < Pcr) are dependent on the rock mass failure criterion, 
the hypothesis on rock mass dilation, and the rock mass characteristics. 
A number of derivations of the “rock support interaction” analysis method have now been published. 
In RocSupport, two solution methods are available: the Duncan Fama method (1993), [28], based on 
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, and the Carranza-Torres method (2004), [29], based on the 
generalised Hoek-Brown failure criterion. 
 
3.2.3. RADIAL DISPLACEMENT 
In RocSupport, the tunnel convergence at a distance d from the tunnel face can be specified through 
the conversion of that distance in tunnel convergence using a longitudinal deformation profile. An 
example of this deformation profile is shown in Figure 3.3: 
 
 
Figure 3.3 – Tunnel radial displacement as a function of the distance from the tunnel face [27] 
 
Determination of the tunnel wall displacement that has occurred before the support is installed is not a 
trivial problem, since it involves consideration of the three-dimensional stress distribution and 
propagation of failure surrounding the advancing face. Hoek (1999), [30], derived the curve in Figure 
3.3 by averaging the results presented by Chern et. al. (1998), [31], obtained from three-dimensional 
numerical analyses and also from measurements in an advancing tunnel where instruments had been 
installed from a parallel tunnel before excavation. Other solutions to this deformation profile have 
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been presented, namely Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009), [32]. This subject will be addressed 
again in later section. 
 
3.2.4. PRIMARY SUPPORT AND CORRESPONDING REACTION CURVE 
As it was already mentioned, the assumed support behaviour is elastic-perfectly plastic, hence the 
reaction curve for the support is a function of the stiffness K and capacity Plim of the support system 
and of the tunnel wall displacement that has occurred before the support is installed (Ur,d): 
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The maximum radial displacement is determined by: 
 
K
PUU drr lim,)max( +=   (3.3) 
 
Since a certain amount of deformation takes place ahead of the advancing tunnel face, at the face itself 
approximately one-third of the total deformation has taken place (in elastic conditions), and this 
cannot be recovered. In addition, the support is installed at a certain distance from the tunnel face and 
consequently there is a gap between the face and the closest installed support element; therefore, 
further deformation occurs before the support becomes effective (the convergence that already 
occurred before the installation of the tunnel support is indicated as Ur,d). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 – Response of support system to tunnel wall displacement, resulting in establishment of equilibrium 
[27] 
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In Figure 3.4, Ur,d corresponds to us0 and the quotient between Plim and K corresponds to usm. Once the 
support has been installed and is in full and effective contact with the rock, it starts to deform 
elastically as the face advances. The maximum elastic displacement which can be accommodated by 
the support system is usm and the maximum support pressure Plim (or psm in Figure 3.4) is defined by 
the yield of the support system.  
The intersection between the ground reaction curve and the support reaction curve represents the point 
of equilibrium of the tunnel. Thus, the support is properly dimensioned and effective if the following 
conditions are respected: 
 the support is not installed too late (Ur,d is not too large), so that the rock mass has not 
deformed to the extent that loosening of the failed material is irreversible; 
 the capacity of the support is adequate (Plim is sufficiently high with respect to the 
installation point), so that yield of the support will not occur before the ground reaction 
curve is intersected. 
The support reaction curves and combinations of support reaction curves can be estimated from 
equations published in Hoek et.al (1995), [10]. These estimates have been used for the pre-defined 
support types available in RocSupport, and the ones corresponding to shotcrete, rock bolts and steel 
sets are presented next: 
 Shotcrete ring: 
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where: 
Ec - elastic modulus of shotcrete; 
νc - Poisson’s ratio; 
R0 - radius of the excavation; 
tc - thickness of the shotcrete layer; 
σc - shotcrete strength. 
 Steel ribs (according to the block theory of Hoek 1980, cited in [10]): 
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where: 
As - cross-area of the steel rib; 
Is - inertia of the steel rib; 
sl - spacing of steel ribs; 
B - height of the steel rib; 
Es - elastic modulus of steel; 
σy,s - strength of the steel; 
θ - half angle between blocks; 
EB - elastic modulus of blocks material; 
tB - thickness of the blocks; 
d – distance between support and advancing face, when support becomes active. 
To be noted that the system is difficult to use due to the difficulty of identifying and introducing the 
input parameters (related to the block elements). 
 Bolts: 
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where: 
sl - longitudinal spacing of bolts; 
st: radial spacing of bolts = 
boltn
R02 ⋅⋅pi ; 
l - length of a single bolt; 
db - diameter of bolts; 
Eb - elastic modulus of bolts; 
Q - deformation constant which accounts for the deformation of the anchoring point 
and distribution plate at the bolt head (if in situ load tests on bolts are not available, 
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then the following values can be assumed: Q=0.006 m/MN for mechanically anchored 
bolts; Q=0.02 m/MN for grouted bolts (chemically anchored); 
nbolt - total number of bolts; 
Tbf - limit load of a single bolt; 
 
3.3 LIMITATIONS OF ROCSUPPORT AND IMPLEMENTED DEVELOPMENTS 
Before addressing the main subject of this section, it’s relevant to mention that RocSupport is a 
reliable tool for estimations based in convergence-confinement, but like it was already said, some 
limitations were found, thus the motivation to create an Excel spreadsheet (based in this software) to 
improve the performance of a convergence-confinement tool. 
 
3.3.1. SHAPE OF THE PRIMARY SUPPORT 
As mentioned in the assumptions of the method, the support is modelled as an equivalent uniform 
internal pressure around the entire circumference of the circular tunnel. Because this is not usually the 
case, actual support capacities will be lower, and deformations larger than those assumed in 
RocSupport. 
In order to obtain a more realistic calculation result, shape factors FK and FP can be applied to the 
values of stiffness (K) and limit load (Plim) of the tunnel support, respectively: 
 
FK
KK =*
  (3.10) 
 
FP
P
P lim*lim =  (3.11) 
 
with FK≥1 and FP≥1. 
The values assumed by the shape factors depend upon the shape of the tunnel section. Figure 3.5 
shows the estimated values for different shapes, obtained from a real case compared to numerical 
solutions. 
 
FK 1,6 1,5 1,4 1,0 
FP 3,6 2,5 1,9 1,0 
SHAPE OF THE 
SECTION 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 – Shape factors [17] 
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Higher shape factors have to be considered for an open cross-section without invert and without radial 
contrasting elements such as bolts. Although these values are proposed in the spreedsheet, the shape 
factors should be calibrated for each project with numerical models. 
Shape factors equal to 1 can be adopted if the support is a closed ring (a temporary invert exists) or if 
even without temporary invert, a systematic radial bolting system is present, which will make the 
deformation response of the tunnel much more homogeneous. 
 
3.3.2. TYPE OF PRIMARY SUPPORT 
Since in RocSupport the support capacity is simply modeled as an equivalent internal pressure, the 
reinforcement provided by fully grouted rock bolts or cables cannot be properly accounted for in this 
simple model. Improvements have been done in the definition of the effect of this type of bolting 
system based on a suggestion made by Mahtab et al. (1993), [33], and a full explanation on the subject 
can be found in Chapter 6.  
Furthermore the effect of the pre-support at the tunnel face (e.g., fiberglass bolts) and the effect of 
umbrella arch have been introduced. As regards the pre-support at the tunnel face, a similar approach 
to the one that introduces the effect of fully grouted rock bolts in the model has been used and is fully 
explained in Chapter 6. 
As for the umbrella arch, the effect is introduced in the model based on a suggestion made by Hoek 
(2004), [34] and is also explained in Chapter 6. 
Finally, the support reaction curve for the steel ribs has been substituted by the following expression 
based on the theory of the thick tube (easier determination of the input parameters): 
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3.3.3. COMBINATION OF PRIMARY SUPPORT TYPES 
When more than one type of primary support is present, then the resulting stiffness is estimated as the 
sum of each contribution, applying the superposition effect. If shotcrete, steel ribs and bolts are present 
at the same time, then the stiffness will be expressed by the following: 
 
)()()( bKsKscKK ++=
  (3.14) 
 
On the other hand, the limit pressure of the composite system will be given by: 
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And the maximum radial displacement by expression 3.16: 
 
[ ]))(max());(max());(max(min)max( bUsUscUU rrrr =   (3.16) 
 
3.3.4. ESTIMATE OF THE LONGITUDINAL DEFORMATION PROFILE 
Particular attention has been given to the estimate of the longitudinal deformation profile. As a matter 
of fact, in order to design the appropriate timing for the installation of the primary support or when 
optimizing the installation of support for a specific displacement capacity, it is important to determine 
the longitudinal closure profile for the tunnel.  
This profile can be obtained using three-dimensional models for complex loading and geometric 
conditions or with axisymmetric models for uniform or isotropic initial stress conditions and circular 
tunnel cross sections. However, different formulations exist for the determination of the longitudinal 
deformation profile, with different fields of applicability; consequently an analysis of the existing 
methods has been performed, in order to implement more precise formulations. 
Panet derived in 1995, [35], a relation for the longitudinal displacement profile based on elastic 
analysis: 
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where: 
X - specified longitudinal position along the tunnel centerline (positive into the tunnel/away 
from the face; 0 at the face; negative into the rock/ahead of the face); 
ur - average radial displacement at X position; 
ur,max - maximum short-term radial displacement distant from the face and corresponding to 
plane strain analysis of a tunnel cross-section; 
dt = X / R0. 
The formulation proposed by Panet is reasonable for plastic analysis provided that the radius of the 
plastic zone does not exceed 2 tunnel radii and provided that the yielding zone in the tunnel face does 
not interact with the developing yield zone around the tunnel walls. 
Numerous other authors have suggested alternative expressions for the elastic longitudinal 
displacement profile. 
Alternatively, empirical best fit to actual measured closure data have been proposed, such as the 
solution proposed by Chern et al. (1998), [31], already introduced in previous section: 
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Figure 3.6 shows the adequateness of the Panet’s formulation in the elastic field and the Chern’s fit to 
plastic measured data. Ahead the tunnel face, it can be said that both formulation provide valid 
estimations, although behind the tunnel face, only Chern et al. (1998), [31], is fitting the measured 
data. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 – Longitudinal displacement profile functions from various researchers (from Hoek, 2008) [36] 
 
For large plastic zones (radius of plastic zone Rp >> 2) a single longitudinal displacement profile, 
ahead and behind the tunnel face, seems not to be sufficient to account for the influence of the 
increased overall yielding on the shape of the normalized longitudinal displacement profile. 
Hoek (2008) showed the results of a number of plane strain cross-section numerical analyses on deep 
tunnels to determine the extent of the plastic zone and the maximum radial deformation in each case, 
plus axisymmetric models, with 1 m incremental advance, to determine the longitudinal displacement 
profile. Two sets of sensitive analyses were performed for the same tunnel geometry: 
 at constant depth (constant P0) making the rock mass strength vary, so that elastic and 
extremely plastic conditions could be analysed; 
 at constant rock mass strength and different depths (increasing P0). 
The analyses showed that the longitudinal displacement profile does not correlate with the 
stress/strength index, because cases with the same selected values for this ratio had different 
longitudinal displacement profiles. However, the analyses showed a direct correlation with the 
maximum normalized plastic zone, Rp/R0. 
According to these analyses, the correlations which allow the best fit are: 
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 At the tunnel face: 
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 Ahead of the tunnel face: 
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 Behind the tunnel face (within the tunnel): 
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It’s relevant to mention that the correlations presented in expressions 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 correspond 
to Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) solution, [32], already introduced in previous section. 
In accordance to what has been presented in this section, the spreadsheet after the ground reaction 
curve determination, bases the longitudinal deformation profile estimation both in Chern et al.(1998), 
[31], and Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009), [32], suggestions. 
 
3.4. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
The implemented spreadsheet does not cover the following aspects, which could be the object of 
future further developments: 
 long-term ground reaction curve, taking into account the residual strength values of the 
rock mass properties (although already introduced, validation of the obtained results has 
to be made); 
 introduction of Duncan Fama (1993) ground reaction curve solution (to date, the 
spreadsheet only permits to determine the ground reaction curve based on Carranza-
Torres (2004) method), to permit also the usage of the spreadsheet based on Mohr-
Coulomb parameters; 
 implementation of a probabilistic analysis taking into account the statistic distribution of 
the rock mass properties and providing the probabilistic distribution of the factor of safety 
(as an expression of the ratio Capacity/Demand). 
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4 
INTRINSIC BEHAVIOUR 
 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is the starting point of the intrinsic behaviour analyses. Not wanting to say with this that 
the previous sections (e.g. overburden classification) weren’t important for this work, in fact like it 
was already explained, they are vital for good behaviour estimation. 
Once more, on a comparison bases, two classification schemes were used: Multiple graph method (G. 
Russo (2008), [37]) and “Behavior classes” classification or GD (Geodata “Geoengineering 
consultants”) classification (Russo et al. (1997), cited in [16]). 
Before proceeding, two comments have to be made: the first concerns the decision made upon the 
limit for rock mass classifications use in this work - “Classifications are incorporated in the 
geomechanical study (…) as an important tool for rock mass characterization and for deriving the 
input data for structural dimensioning of the excavation and verification of the ground-excavation 
behavior (using analytical and numerical methods).” [11]. Basing the decision in this citation, rock 
mass classification (GSI in this work) was only used in order to obtain the input parameters for 
analytical/numerical methods. 
The second comment concerns the simplified assumption made that no discontinuities intersect the 
tunnel – this assumption was made for 2 reasons: the first one is that as it was already mentioned the 
project is still in a very preliminary stage; the second concerns the applicability of the presented 
methods, discussed in Chapter 1. 
 
4.2. MULTIPLE GRAPH FOR THE PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF EXCAVATION BEHAVIOUR 
This method proposed by G. Russo (2008), [37], is composed by 4 sectors, and its reading is made 
clockwise starting on the bottom-right quadrant. The author tried to make a user friendly but reliable 
method of evaluating and classifying the excavation behaviour. If the input parameters of the last 
sector are already known, the method permits to skip all the other sectors and just use the last one. 
Being so, only the last sector was used in this work, although a full presentation of the graphical 
method follows: 
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Figure 4.1 –Multiple graph method [37] 
 
The two input parameters, IC – Rock mass competency and RMR are easily determined. The first is 
obtained by expression 4.1, 
 
( )HIC
c
××
=
γ
σ
2
  (4.1) 
 
where σc is defined as: 
 
a
cic s×= σσ   (4.2) 
 
RMR can be estimated since the value of GSI is known. A comment has to be made regarding RMR 
estimation, being it that since no information on the subject was found, the principle that the author 
used RMR’89 version on his multiple graph method, was followed (even if the hypotheses is wrong, it 
doesn’t introduce an error in the process, since the other available correlation between GSI and RMR, 
states that RMR’76 equals GSI [11] and only a range of values is pretended, not an exact value). So, 
if GSI isn’t lower than 18: 
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5+= GSIRMR
  (4.3) 
 
What was said about the conditions to correlate GSI and RMR excludes G5 from this methods 
prediction (GSI lower than 18). For G1 and G3 the results obtained are in the following table: 
 
Table 4.1 – Behaviour classification and potential hazard 
 RMR IC Potential 
hazard 
Behavioural 
category 
G3 
150 m 
48 0,15 Wedge 
stability 
c 
G1 
150 m 
85 4,9 Wedge 
stability 
a or b 
G3 
350 m 
48 0,06 Wedge 
stability 
c or d 
G1 
350 m 
85 2,09 Wedge 
stability 
a or b 
 
Two comments should be made for assuring the correct usage of this method: although none of the 
studied cases satisfy the criteria, according to Diederichs (2005), cited in [37], the rockburst potential 
only becomes relevant for rock masses with σci > 80MPa and Brittle Index (IF=σci/σt )> 8 with σt being 
the tensile strength of the rock mass. 
The second comment concerns the squeezing potential which involves time-dependent deformations 
generally associated to rocks with low strength and high deformability; otherwise, plastic deformation 
or caving is more probable. 
Regarding this last comment, and taking into account that although the correlation between GSI and 
RMR isn’t possible for G5, it’s still valid to say that definitely the corresponding RMR would be less 
than 40 (Poor rock to very poor rock). So for RMR less than 40 and IC equal to 0,003 (50 m 
overburden) and 0,001 (150 m overburden) the potential to squeezing becomes a topic to be analyzed 
(and the corresponding behaviour classification is e). 
In order to estimate the squeezing potential, Hoek and Marinos (2000), [38], suggest that a relation 
between the quotient of “rock mass strength and in situ stresses” (σc/P0) and maximum tunnel radial 
convergence (δr,max), is a good indicator of squeezing problems. 
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Figure 4.2 – Squeezing potential – Hoek and Marinos (2000) 
 
So far, this method seems very appealing. The input parameters are of easy determination, the arrival 
to the behaviour estimation is therefore very quick, and not to mention that by being very recent 
(2008) the available data for its calibration was very vast. But, apparently the first input parameter 
“not so easy” to determine appears in the squeezing potential estimation, being it the maximum radial 
convergence that obliges the use of methods like convergence-confinement or FEM. The term 
“apparently” was used, because G. Russo suggests an expression that relates the face radial 
convergence (δ0) with the rock mass competency (IC), with a very high correlation [37] (this 
expression is also the one that permits to establish a relation between IC and the “behavior classes” 
based on δ0 and Rp/Ro, better known as “GD – classification”, already presented in Chapter 1 and 
discussed in the next section): 
 
07,2
0 0009,0(%) −×= ICδ   (4.4) 
 
But the needed parameter isn’t the radial convergence at the face; it’s the maximum radial 
convergence. So, taking advantage of some of the several existing analytical relations between the 
maximum radial convergence and the radial convergence at a distance d from the face and comparing 
after the results, permits to reach the needed parameter: 
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Expression 4.5 was already presented in Chapter 3, and corresponds to Chern et al. (1998), [31], 
longitudinal deformation profile estimation. 
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Expression 4.6 corresponds to the principle of homothetic of Corbetta and Nguyen Minh (1992), cited 
in [11], and expression 4.7 corresponds to a suggestion made by G. Russo modifying expression 4.5 
through comparison with axisymmetric results, [37]: 
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Substituting d with 0, the following expressions were obtained: 
 
308,0max,0 ×= rδδ   (4.8) 
 
Expression 4.8 corresponds to expression 4.5 with d=0. 
 
0max,0 ar ×= δδ   (4.9) 
 
Expression 4.9 corresponds to expression 4.6 for d=0. It’s relevant to mention that a0 can assume the 
value 0.27 or 0.25 (suggested by Panet (1995), cited in [11]). Expression 4.10 corresponds to 
expression 4.7 following the same principle: 
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218,0max,0 ×= rδδ   (4.10) 
 
Before proceeding to the determination of the needed parameter, taking into account that axisymetric 
analyses were made (shown later in this chapter), it’s relevant to compare results for every case: 
 
Table 4.2 – Comparison based in δ0/δr,max 
 δ0/δr,Max 
 Chern et al. (1998) Corbetta and 
Nguyen Minh (1992) 
Panet 
(1995) 
G. Russo Axisymetric 
analysis 
G5 
50 m 
0,308 0,27 0,25 0,218 0,25 
G5 
150 m 
0,308 0,27 0,25 0,218 0,24 
G3 
150 m 
0,308 0,27 0,25 0,218 0,33 
G1 
150 m 
0,308 0,27 0,25 0,218 0,32 
G3 
350 m 
0,308 0,27 0,25 0,218 0,36 
G1 
350 m 
0,308 0,27 0,25 0,218 0,33 
 
As can be seen, for G1 and G3 the closest agreement with the axisymetric results is Chern et al. 
(1998) suggestion, [31]. The same can’t be said for G5 that makes Panet (1995) the closest agreement 
with the axisymetric analysis. These results, clearly reflect that “(…) for overstressed poor/weak rock-
masses, δ0 is frequently found to be a minor percentage of the final radial deformation than commonly 
considered 0,3 (…)”, [37]. 
So, based on this, for G5 the maximum radial convergence should be determined using Panet (1995) 
suggestion: 
 
25,0max,0 ×= rδδ   (4.11) 
 
Before presenting the obtained maximum radial convergence, the results obtained for the radial 
convergence at the face through expression 4.4 are presented in Table 4.3: 
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Table 4.3 – δ0 
 δ0 
(%) 
G5 
50 m 
100 
G5 
150 m 
100 
 
The first conclusion, after obtaining this degree of convergence is that the tunnel will immediately 
collapse (maximum radial convergence possible – 100%, just after the face has reached the section), 
thus expression 4.11 doesn’t need to be used. 
Only after, image 11 should be consulted, and for a maximum radial convergence over 10% and σc/P0 
equal to 0,006 (50 m overburden) and 0,002 (150 m overburden) extreme squeezing should be 
expected. 
Before proceeding to the next method, to permit a more complete comparison, a summary table is 
presented (including estimation of face radial convergence and maximum radial convergence for every 
case (using Chern et al. (1998) suggestion for G1 and G3)): 
 
Table 4.4 – Multi-graph method classification 
 RMR IC Potential 
hazard 
Behavioral 
category 
δ0 
(%) 
δr,max 
(%) 
G5 
50 m 
Lower 
than 40 
0,003 Immediate 
colapse 
(Extreme 
squeezing) 
e 100 100 
G5 
150 m 
Lower 
than 40 
0,001 Immediate 
colapse 
(Extreme 
squeezing) 
e 100 100 
G3 
150 m 
48 0,15 Wedge 
stability 
(No 
squeezing) 
c 0,05 0,15 
G1 
150 m 
85 4,9 Wedge 
stability 
(No 
squeezing) 
a or b negligible negligible 
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G3 
350 m 
48 0,06 Wedge 
stability 
(No 
squeezing) 
c or d 0,3 0,9 
G1 
350 m 
85 2,09 Wedge 
stability 
(No 
squeezing) 
a or b negligible negligible 
 
 
4.3. “BEHAVIOR CLASSES” CLASSIFICATION (GD – CLASSIFICATION) 
This classification scheme also proposed by G. Russo (Russo et al. (1997)) was already introduced in 
Chapter 1, so in this section follows a description of its use in the present work. 
In order to assess the needed input parameters two methods were used and before presenting the 
results, an explanation on how they were obtained will be given. 
 
4.3.1. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
Being a method not developed specifically for civil engineering purposes (originated in 1947 
(although its bases are in two previous works that already used mesh discretization of a continuous 
domain into elements or sub-domains), this method only started his influence in civil engineering in 
the 60’s decade), an explanation of the background that led to its vast use is relevant. Going several 
years back, in 1925, Terzaghi published the earliest analysis of the elasto-plastic stress distribution 
around a cylindrical opening but it didn’t include a consideration of support interaction. So, later, in 
1938, Fenner published the first attempt to determine support pressures for a tunnel in a rock mass in 
which elasto-plastic failure occurs. Brown et al. (1983) and Duncan Fama (1993) reviewed several of 
the analytical solutions which have been published since that year and concluded that although 
different considerations have been made in the post-failure characteristics of the rock mass 
surrounding the tunnel, all the solutions are restricted to the case of a cylindrical opening in a rock 
mass subjected to a hydrostatic stress field. The stress field in the rock surrounding most excavations 
is not hydrostatic and also few excavations are really circular in shape, consequently, practical 
applications of the analytical solutions discussed above are very limited. Thus the need to overcome 
all the mentioned limitations made the using of numerical approaches very appealing. 
In a continuum medium or equivalent continuum medium, the most used numerical model is the finite 
element method. Its solid theoretical basis and sophistication level make its application preferential on 
complex structures modelling. 
While using this method in tunnelling, in order to make a correct global analysis of the 3 main topics 
that a project should focus (front stability, “surrounding mass - support interaction” and excavation 
induced movements), special care has to be taken in 2 principal aspects: simulation of the constructive 
process; definition of the failure criteria. 
The first aspect owes is importance to the fact that the surrounding mass behaviour while submitted to 
shear stress is dependant not only on its level but also on the load history. Also the deformations on 
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the surrounding mass are highly dependent on the interaction mechanisms with the support, so 
simulating the exact moment in which the support will be active is important to obtain good results. 
It is relevant to mention that near the front influence zone all the equilibriums are three-dimensional, 
so for a more realistic simulation, three-dimensional numerical analysis should be used. Unfortunately 
all the difficulties inherent to this type of analysis make them not “user-friendly”, so two-dimensional 
models with approximate methods of simulating the three-dimensional effect are generally the choice 
to be made. These approximate methods were already introduced in Chapter 3, but further explanation 
will be given on later chapter. 
The second aspect reflects the importance of trying to recreate on an approximate way the complex 
behaviour of the surrounding mass submitted to stress. But like it was said, the behaviour is complex, 
and as in the three-dimensional numerical analysis, complex isn’t “user friendly”, so simpler 
behaviour models are used to recreate only the most important aspects of the surrounding mass 
behaviour, [25] and [10]. 
Further description on Finite Element method formulation exceeds the scope of this work, but a very 
detailed explanation is given in [39]. 
Taking everything that was said about the limitations of the analytical models and the potential 
associated to FEM analysis in consideration, a program called PHASE 2 was developed at the 
University of Toronto, [40]. This two-dimensional software is a powerful tool, but the basis method 
used is in fact a hybrid finite element/boundary element method. “The use of finite elements in the 
rock mass immediately surrounding the opening allows for the inclusion of a variety of material types 
and support systems in the model. A number of successive excavation stages can be considered and 
the progressive failure of the rock mass and the reaction of the support system can be tracked for all of 
these stages. The boundary element model, which surrounds the central finite element model, extends 
out to infinity. It has the advantages that no additional discretization of this model is required, and that 
the far-field in situ stresses can be applied without special consideration of the boundary conditions”, 
[10]. 
Although the boundary method treats the rock mass as an infinite continuum, meaning that the far 
field conditions need only be specified as stresses acting on the entire rock mass, generally a simpler 
approach is that this boundaries are placed sufficiently far away from the excavation (this outer 
boundaries have to be defined in a way that the errors arising from their interaction with the tunnel 
opening are reduced to an acceptable value). In this work it was considered a distance of 5 diameters 
(which is an acceptable value). 
This software (PHASE 2 6.0) was selected for the very appealing reason that permits the direct usage 
of the Hoek-Brown failure criterion (already mentioned to be of high applicability for rock mass). It 
also features the option of using Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria, strength reduction after failure 
parameters, dilatancy in the failure zone, different excavation layouts, uniform or non-uniform field 
stress conditions and isotropic or non-isotropic properties. 
A summary table regarding the software usage in this work is presented next: 
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Table 4.5 – Phase 2 
Failure Criteria Hoek-Brown 
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where σ’1 and σ’3 are the maximum and minimum effective 
principal stresses at failure. 
Post-failure behavior Elastic - perfectly plastic 
Dilatancy 0 
Elastic properties Isotropic 
Excavated section Approximately circular 
 
These decisions were made to simplify the approach and also because it’s an early stage of the project 
so the degree of proximity to reality is sufficient (isotropic elastic properties, no dilatancy and 
approximately circular section). 
As for the failure criteria and post-failure behaviour choices, it can be said that in a geotechnical 
project, the involved material (surrounding mass) has a non-linear behaviour even for low 
deformations. Exceptionally for cases in which the deformation doesn’t give origin to large plastic 
zones, an elastic linear model can be used (Mohr-Coulomb), but generally the choice falls in non-
linear elastic models to represent the elastic behaviour (Hoek-Brown). For taking into account the 
post-failure behaviour, elasto-plastic models that associate the elastic model (before failure) to a 
plastic flow law (after failure) are used. The most commonly used are the “elastic-perfectly plastic”.  
These models see their applicability reduced when the level of detail increases, because even small 
deformations are irreversible in geotechnical materials and they exhibit volume variations before the 
failure, so a more detailed failure model should admit that the material can start a plastic behaviour 
before reaching the failure limit. Further information on post-failure behaviour can be found in [25]. 
The first model used was an axisymetric model: 
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Figure 4.3 – Mesh and discretization 
 
In order to use this model, the initial state has to be isotropic and uniform (uniform field stress), the 
section has to be circular, the excavation has to be “full face” and the tunnel has to be in deep 
condition. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 – Field stress 
 
Table 4.6 – Initial field stress 
 γ 
(kN/m3) 
σh=σv 
(MPa) 
50 m 27 1,35 
150 m 27 4,05 
350 m 27 9,45 
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The needed parameters to define the material in the model where already presented in Chapter 2. But 
before addressing the obtained results, a summary table regarding the mentioned parameters is 
presented to allow a better understanding of the present section: 
 
Table 4.7 – Material properties 
 Erm 
(MPa) 
ν σci 
(MPa) 
mb 
(peak) 
S 
(peak) 
A 
(peak) 
mb 
(residual) 
s 
(residual) 
a 
(residual) 
G5 39 0,3 5 0,175 1,2e-5 0,5611 0,175 1,2e-5 0,5611 
G3 2348 0,3 30 1,698 0,0018 0,5096 1,698 0,0018 0,5096 
G1 52821 0,3 120 12,2 0,1084 0,5006 12,2 0,1084 0,5006 
 
The obtained results are presented in Table 4.8 (see also appendix B): 
 
Table 4.8 – Axisymetric analysis results 
 δr,Max 
(%) 
δ0 
(%) 
Rp/R0 Behavioural 
category 
Comments 
G5 
50 m 
65,2 16,3 3,5 e or f - 
G5 
150 m 
100 100 7,15 f Immediate 
colapse 
G3 
150 m 
0,21 0,07 1,1 c - 
G1 
150 m 
negligible negligible - a or b Elastic 
G3 
350 m 
0,7 0,25 1,3 c - 
G1 
350 m 
negligible negligible - a or b Elastic 
 
After, to compare and validate the results obtained with this model (plastic radius and maximum radial 
convergence), a plane strain analysis was made. 
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Figure 4.5 – Mesh and discretization (2) 
 
Plane strain models are valid if the simulated section is out of the front influence zone. In order to 
establish that zone, the following criterion is widely accepted: 
 
 
Figure 4.6 – Valid zone for plane strain analysis [25] 
 
The conditions used for the axisymetric model still apply: initial state - isotropic and uniform (uniform 
field stress); circular section and “full face” excavation; material properties. And so, the following 
results were obtained (see also appendix B): 
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Table 4.9 – Plane strain analysis results 
 δr,max 
(%) 
Rp/R0 Comments 
G5 
50 m 
100 >>> - 
G5 
150 m 
- - No 
convergence 
in the model 
G3 
150 m 
0,29 1,15 - 
G1 
150 m 
negligible - Elastic 
G3 
350 m 
0,91 1,4 - 
G1 
350 m 
negligible - Elastic 
 
For G5 at 150 m, no equilibrium occurred between the forces that provide stability and the ones that 
act contrarily (no convergence in the model, it reaches an asymptotic value). In spite of that, there is a 
close agreement between both analyses concerning the values obtained for plastic zone extent and 
maximum radial convergence. 
 
4.3.2. CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT 
Already introduced in Chapter 3, this method contrarily to what is admitted on the empiric and semi-
empiric methods for dimensioning supports, considers that the surrounding mass not only loads the 
tunnel lining but also helps to reach the equilibrium. Thus, the changes on support shape while the 
loading is occurring permit the surrounding mass to mobilize part of its strength, contributing to the 
equilibrium by reducing the stresses acting on the lining. Composite soil methods consider the support 
like a circular ring immerse on an infinite, homogeneous and isotropic field, what is equivalent to say 
that they don’t consider the free surface effect, being therefore only suitable for deep conditions. 
Convergence-confinement method [41] is one example of these methods; it has the advantages of 
being simple and also of permitting to consider the displacements occurred before installing the 
support. 
In this work, it was pretended that the ground reaction curve satisfied the generalized Hoek-Brown 
failure criterion, so it was used C. Carranza-Torres (2004) solution, [29]. As for the longitudinal 
deformation profile, two different solutions were used: Chern et al. (1998), [31], and Vlachopoulos 
and Diederichs (2009), [32]. 
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Before proceeding, a critique has to be made to Chern et al. (1998) solution, [31], being that although 
widely used, contrarily to what it considers, the behaviour ahead of the face (mass) doesn’t follow the 
same law of the behaviour behind it (tunnel), [36]. So, a recent solution that takes the different 
behaviour into consideration, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009), [32], should provide more reliable 
estimations. 
All the results presented in this section were obtained through the Excel spreadsheet concerning 
convergence-confinement method. The needed input parameters are presented in Table 4.10 and Table 
4.11: 
 
Table 4.10 – Convergence-confinement input parameters 
 MR D σci 
(MPa) 
GSI mi 
G5 300 0,5 5 15 10 
G3 400 0 30 42,5 12,5 
G1 500 0 120 80 25 
 
Table 4.11 – Initial Stress 
 γ 
(kN/m3) 
P0 
(MPa) 
50 m 27 1,35 
150 m 27 4,05 
350 m 27 9,45 
 
The considered section is not circular, but approximately circular (Chapter 2) hence the geometrical 
input parameter asked on the excel spreadsheet is the cavity area (≈67.5 m2). The obtained results are 
presented next (see also appendix B): 
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Table 4.12 – Convergence-confinement results 
 δr,max 
(%) 
δ0 
(%) 
Rp/R0 Behavioural 
category 
Comments 
G5 
50 m 
100 31 18 f Immediate 
colapse 
G5 
150 m 
100 31 >>> f Immediate 
colapse 
G3 
150 m 
0,3 0,1 1,3 c - 
G1 
150 m 
negligible negligible - a or b Elastic 
G3 
350 m 
1,03 0,3 1,6 c - 
G1 
350 m 
negligible negligible - a or b Elastic 
 
Comparing the results to the ones obtained using FEM, could be concluded that for the conditions 
considered a close agreement exists between the two methods. Being so, convergence-confinement 
proves to be a reliable method for preliminary assessments in deep tunnel projects 
 
Table 4.13 – Behaviour class and potential hazard 
 Behavioural 
category 
RMR Potential 
hazard 
G5 
50 m 
f V Immediate 
colapse 
G5 
150 m 
f V Immediate 
colapse 
G3 
150 m 
c III 
(48) 
Wedge 
stability 
G1 
150 m 
a or b I 
(85) 
Wedge 
stability 
G3 
350 m 
c III 
(48) 
Wedge 
stability 
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G1 
350 m 
a or b I 
(85) 
Wedge 
stability 
 
Through comparison of Tables 4.4 and 4.13, becomes possible to say that “GD – classification” 
assigns the same behavioural categories and identifies the same potential hazards as the multi-graph 
method. 
Next, focusing on G5, a sensitive analysis to some of the input parameters is relevant to obtain further 
information on what could be expected (full results presented in appendix B). 
The first analysis made was on the Young modulus influence in the convergence. Both in 
convergence-confinement and FEM, instead of using expressions 2.13 and 2.14, expression 2.12 was 
used (this way a higher value for Young modulus was obtained – approximately 2.5 times higher). In 
spite of the modulus different estimation, there was no significant variation on the results. 
The second was in the influence of the disturbance factor in the convergence and plastic radius. For 
G5 at 150 m, modifying the disturbance factor doesn’t influence significantly the results. On the other 
hand, at 50 m, if the disturbance factor has a value lower or equal to 0.2 the final convergence starts to 
decrease (convergence value for 0 internal pressure becomes lower than 100%) and the plastic radius 
though still high, reduces approximately 60% (30% in FEM). This analysis was made with 
convergence-confinement, only after FEM was used to corroborate the results. In practical terms this 
means that if there is no blasting or if it is controlled and of good quality, the induced disturbance on 
the surrounding mass is reduced and the general behaviour improves (also validates the general 
concept of disturbance factor, by showing its influence on the behaviour predictions). 
Like it was done for the overburden classification, the assumption that G5 is not a very weathered rock 
but a soil should be done. So an approach that permits to take that into account would be appropriate. 
This analysis was made only with convergence-confinement, therefore to define the ground reaction 
curve, a different solution was used, Duncan Fama (1993) solution. It is reminded that to date the 
convergence-confinement spreadsheet doesn’t permit the use of this solution to obtain the GRC, so in 
order to perform this analysis RocSupport was used. 
The needed parameters to use this solution (equivalent Mohr-Coulomb parameters) were already 
presented in Chapter 2. 
With the use of this approach, for G5 at 50 m the final convergence becomes slightly lower than 100% 
and the plastic radius decreases approximately 60%. Using this solution and also performing sensitive 
analysis to the Young modulus and disturbance factor, permitted to determine that using expression 
2.12 lowers the final convergence to 38% and if the disturbance factor is equal or lower to 0.4 the final 
convergence and plastic radius start to decrease (for D = 0.4 final convergence equals 54% and plastic 
radius decreases approximately 70%). Once more its confirmed, that for G5, if special care is taken on 
the excavation method to not induce disturbance on the surrounding mass, the overall behaviour 
should be better than the one predicted; the fact that the young modulus used for the original 
behaviour prediction is the lower limit of the estimation interval should also be taken into concern 
(one more indication that the behaviour prediction is conservative). 
Before proceeding to the next section, some preliminary comments can be made. Like it was already 
said, both methods (multi graph and GD – classification) estimate the same behaviour class for each 
case and highlight the most probable hazard. The term “most probable” is used with the purpose of 
indicating that even though the most probable cause is pointed, other failure mode can occur. 
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For a better understanding, using as example G1 and G3, the most probable potential hazard results of 
exposed blocks falling. A wrong interpretation would lead to the conclusion that if no discontinuities 
intersect the tunnel longitudinal profile, no hazard will occur driving the tunnel with no support 
intervention. In the case that no discontinuities intersect the section the tunnel engineer should 
disregard that most probable potential hazard and assume that stress redistribution will occur, therefore 
his attention focusing in failure mechanisms related to overstressed rock mass. 
Secondly, if the same classification and more probable potential hazard are identified in both methods, 
then why not use just the one that involves less work in the input parameters determination? 
The first answer that occurs is that although the “GD – classification” involves more work in the input 
parameters determination, through that work the face stability is directly assessed (considering that an 
axisymetric model is made). On the other hand, with the multi-graph method, the face stability is only 
assessed through the assigned behaviour class. So it is relevant to validate these face stability 
estimations with results of the longitudinal displacement obtained through the axisymetric models. 
Before doing so, a last comment regarding Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009), [32], solution will be 
made. For cases with high values of plastic radius, like G5 (corresponding to behaviour class e or f), 
this solution doesn’t provide good estimations for the radial displacement at the face. The reason for 
this to happen can be explained analyzing expression 4.12: 
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Although what was said about poorer rock masses having radial convergence at the face correspondent 
to a lower percentage of the maximum radial convergence, with this solution the value becomes too 
low, therefore the radial displacement at the face underestimated (also the influence of this low 
estimate on the longitudinal deformation profile, will be demonstrated on later chapter). 
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4.4. FACE STABILITY 
“Face instability normally manifests itself as caving of the face resulting in a plastic failure zone that 
extends ahead of the face”, [36]. 
Bearing this in mind, a correct evaluation of the face stability is an important step in a tunnel project. 
Based on this evaluation, decisions are made regarding the type of excavation to be used (e.g. full face 
or top heading and bench) and stabilization methods if needed (e.g. fiberglass bolts at the face, 
umbrella arch of steel pipes). 
In this work, to determine the face longitudinal displacement (Ul,0), results obtained in the axisymetric 
analysis were used (see appendix B), and a summary table is presented next:
 
 
Table 4.14 – Face stability 
 Ul,0 
 
(cm) 
Comments 
(comparison with 
reference values 
from accumulated 
experience – Systra) 
Comments 
(GD – classification) 
G5 
50 m 
260 Immediate tunnel 
face colapse 
Immediate tunnel 
face colapse 
G5 
150 m 
>>> Immediate tunnel 
face colapse 
Immediate tunnel 
face colapse 
G3 
150 m 
1,1 Stable/slightly 
unstable 
(small deformation) 
Stable/slightly 
unstable 
(small deformation) 
G1 
150 m 
0,04 
(negligible) 
Stable 
 
Stable 
 
G3 
350 m 
3,3 Non-critical 
condition at the face 
(small / medium 
deformation) 
Stable/slightly 
unstable 
(small deformation) 
G1 
350 m 
0,11 
(negligible) 
Stable 
 
Stable 
 
 
The first comment to make is that these values validate the behaviour classes assigned to each case by 
“GD – classification” and multi-graph method. For G3 at 350 m, it is relevant to say that only the 
multi-graph method highlighted the possibility of medium deformation at the face, assigning for this 
case the behaviour classification c or d. Thus this method proves to be of great value in preliminary 
behaviour estimations. 
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Next, according to this evaluation and the behaviour classification given to each study case, the 
possibility of using pre-confinement (fiberglass bolts at the face) has to be taken into account in G3 at 
350 m. As for G5, pre-support measures have to be considered (umbrella arch of steel pipes), also the 
choice of an alternative to full face excavation, and preventive soil treatment if needed. 
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5 
PRE-DIMENSIONING THE FINAL 
LINING 
 
 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The project step that constitutes this chapter permits a more detailed characterization of the excavated 
section. Before the actual dimensioning, two important aspects should be highlighted. The first is that 
contrarily to what happens in the primary support, this dimensioning doesn’t need to consider the “3 
dimensional effect” (explanation on this subject given in Chapter 7), because when it becomes active 
in a considered cross-section, the stress redistributions already occurred.  
The second is that being the cross section a highly hyperstatic structure, the stresses depend on the 
rigidity considered, which is a function of the support structure thickness, that depends on the stresses; 
making this an iterative process. 
To proceed with this pre-dimensioning process, first is required an estimation of the acting load and 
definition of the nodal restraints to be in condition of starting with the stress computation. 
 
5.2. LOAD ESTIMATION 
Two approaches were considered for load estimation: Terzaghi’s earth pressure method, cited in [25] 
and [26] and a rock mass approach, part of Systra’s project procedures for tunnels in rock mass [17]. 
 
5.2.1. TERZAGHI’S EARTH PRESSURE METHOD 
A final lining has to guarantee the safe usage of the tunnel for short and long term loads including 
normal operation and unusual loads. For this reason, in shallow tunnels, sometimes it’s considered that 
the long term load will be approximate to the geostatic load. Such consideration is taken, because of 
the possibility of stress relaxation behaviour on the surrounding mass (typical in clays and in some 
weathered rocks). As for deep tunnels, the same hypothesis isn’t followed, so the load estimation relies 
on empiric and semi-empiric methods (like Terzaghi’s earth pressure). 
It’s true that Terzaghi’s earth pressure method is appropriate on soils (more specifically granular soils) 
not on rocks, therefore an appropriate method like Protodiakonov, cited in [26], should be used. Such 
reason lies on the fact that modelling the rock mass as an equivalent soil (estimate cohesion and 
friction angle, explained in Chapter 2) can lead to different conclusions if just the rock material is 
taken into account or if the discontinuities and their infilling are also considered, [26]. So, for rock 
masses an approach based on Protodiakonov or the extent of the plastic zone (explained later in this 
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section) are more appropriate. With this said, this method still was used for 2 reasons: G5 as it was 
already mentioned is probably a very weathered rock or soil; the lack of information regarding 
discontinuities eliminates the problem of multiple estimations for the equivalent cohesion and friction 
angle, so even for G1 and G3, if special care is taken in the load estimation (also explained later in this 
section), Terzaghi’s method can be used to permit a base of comparison. 
This method admits that the displacements associated to the tunnel opening are enough to take the 
surrounding mass to its active limit state, defining this way the width of mass (B) that tends to move 
towards the cavity. The forces acting on the crown are obtained subtracting to the weight of that mass 
the tangential forces mobilized on the vertical planes that separate the moving mass from the rest, in 
other words they are obtained taking into account the arch effect, [26]. 
Like it was said, once the primary lining is installed and the gaps filled, the mass will tend towards a 
new state of equilibrium, which involves some gradual recompression (progressive load increase). 
This method also takes that into account and for deep conditions considers that the acting load is given 
by the following expression, 
 
)(2
2
φ
γ
tg
CBPv
×
×−×
=
  (5.1) 
 
provided that the equivalent cohesion (rock mass) is estimated in a very conservative way. This means 
that the maximum value between expression 5.1 and B x γ should be chosen as load estimation. 
In this work, because of the high values obtained for equivalent cohesion the load estimation was 
made by B x γ. 
Deep conditions permit to consider the stress field homogeneous and being a pre-dimensioning it can 
also be considered isotropic (although this last consideration has a positive effect on the lining making 
the stresses lower; but when dealing with rock, at deep conditions, being the vertical-horizontal stress 
ratio (K0) highly dependent on the load history and the presence of failure zones, at early stage the 
lack of information justifies it), this way Pv=Ph. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 – Pv and Ph 
 
It was specified to consider groundwater in hydrostatic state with a height approximately 1/3 of the 
overburden from the tunnel crown. Taking into account that the tunnel usage requires its 
impermeabilization, if no drainage is made to prevent the hydrostatic load from installing in the lining, 
the water presence in a hydrostatic state has to be taken into account. 
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Figure 5.2 – Typical watertight tunnel lining [36] 
 
The example given on Figure 5.2 of a typical watertight tunnel lining consists on primary support 
(lattice girders embedded in shotcrete in the case shown), drainage layer (geotextile), 
impermeabilization (waterproof plastic membrane) and final support (cast-in-place concrete lining). 
This configuration permits to not consider the water loads in the dimensioning of the primary lining 
(permeable lining; although since the lining is generally less pervious than the surrounding, plastic 
pipes have to be installed to provide drainage) and final lining (although an impermeable layer exists, 
the drainage layer on top prevents the water load from installing). 
Before proceeding with the load estimation, one last comment should be made to the case in which the 
malfunctioning of the drainage layer makes unable to prevent the water load installation. This has to 
be taken into account in the dimensioning, though with a smaller safety factor. In this work, being just 
a pre-dimensioning it wasn’t considered. 
The load estimation according to this method is presented in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 – Load estimation according to Terzaghi’s earth pressure method 
 B 
(m) 
Hwater 
(m) 
Pv=Ph 
((kN/m)/mlongitudinal) 
   Undrained Drained 
G5 
50 m 
21,7 16,7 422 586 
G5 
150 m 
22,8 50 391 616 
G3 
150 m 
17,4 50 300 470 
G1 
150 m 
14,1 50 243 381 
G3 
350 m 
18,4 116,7 317 497 
G1 
350 m 
14,7 116,7 252 397 
 
 
5.2.2. ROCK MASS APPROACH 
This approach, follows Unal (1983) suggestion, [42], and considers for deep conditions that the load 
can be estimated by expression 5.3, 
 
( )[ ]100/100 RMRDP eqv −⋅⋅= γ   (5.3) 
 
provided that the intrinsic behaviour class corresponds to a or b. If it’s a different class, the load 
should be estimated using expression 5.4., [17]: 
 
plv RP ⋅= γ   (5.4) 
 
Explanation on how to assess the values of Deq and equivalent RMR classification was given in 
previous chapter. As for the plastic radius, it can be estimated using FEM or convergence-
confinement, also explained in previous chapter. 
The same considerations regarding the stress field for deep conditions and groundwater influence on 
the load estimation should be taken in this method. 
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The plastic radius for G5 is very high, which unable the estimation. On the other hand, although 
according to rock mass approach, G5 at 50 m is considered in deep condition (Chapter 2) the soil 
approach classification (also in Chapter 2) considers it in the limit between deep and semi-shallow. So 
taking into account it’s a pre-dimensioning expression 5.5 can be used for load estimation, [17]: 
 
( ) 0
0
KhPP
KPP
DP
vhINVERT
vhCROWN
eqv
⋅⋅+=
⋅=
⋅=
γ
γ
  (5.5) 
 
Thus arriving to the following loads: 
 
Table 5.2 – Load estimation according to rock mass approach 
 Deq 
(m) 
Hwater 
(m) 
Pv=Ph 
((kN/m)/mlongitudinal) 
PhINVERT 
((kN/m)/mlongitudinal) 
   Undrained Drained Undrained Drained 
G5 
50 m 
9,3 16,7 160 252 332 522 
G5 
150 m 
- - - - - - 
G3 
150 m 
9,3 50 99 155 99 155 
G1 
150 m 
9,3 50 24 40 24 40 
G3 
350 m 
9,3 116,7 126 198 126 198 
G1 
350 m 
9,3 116,7 24 40 24 40 
 
Through the comparison of Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 is visible that both methods take into account the 
influence of the type of surrounding mass considered, being the load estimations lower for the method 
that considers rock mass. 
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5.3. NODAL RESTRAINTS 
The definition of the nodal restraints is made based on the hyperstatic reaction method, cited in [25] 
and [26]. This method applies to plane strain conditions and permits to analyze the support behaviour 
with 2 types of load installed (active loads independent on support deformation and passive loads that 
represent the surrounding mass reaction to the support deformation). A way to assess the active loads 
has been explained in 5.1. As for passive loads, they’re estimated using the reaction modulus (Kr) 
concept that establishes the relation between the displacement of a contact point (support-cavity) and 
the surrounding mass reaction. Being so, this modulus is simultaneously a characteristic of the 
surrounding mass and support. Various methods to estimate its value exist, but for approximately 
circular section and uniform stress fields (deep condition) the following expression can be used: 
 
( ) 01 R
E
K
rm
rm
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=
ν
  (5.6) 
 
Explanation on how to assess Erm and R0, also indication on the considered Poisson’s ratio (νrm), was 
given in previous chapter. 
This concept is similar to the general stiffness concept, so in practical terms it permits to define 
springs as displacement restraints, with stiffness equivalent to the reaction modulus. 
To do so, two different approaches regarding the way the restraints are considered can be used: 
continuous reaction and discrete method. In this work, the approach used was the discrete, because it 
has the advantage of permitting the consideration of different cross sections, different loading 
conditions, different contact conditions between the support and cavity (taking into account or not the 
shear strength mobilized in the support-cavity contact), stratification of the surrounding mass 
(different reaction modulus as a function of the depth) and also elastic-plastic behaviour of the 
surrounding mass (variation on the reaction modulus as a function of the stress). 
 
 
Figure 5.3 – Hyperstatic reaction method (discrete approach) [25] 
 
Keeping in mind that the springs simulate the surrounding mass behaviour, their stiffness mustn’t be 
considered when they’re in traction. Also, if shear strength on support-cavity contact points is 
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considered, 2 springs have to be placed in every node; one normal and other tangential (or horizontal 
and vertical). If that’s the case, it has to be verified after the calculations, that the resultant of the 
spring’s reaction in every node does an angle with the normal to the lining in that point equal or lower 
than the equivalent friction angle (rock mass). 
 
 
Figure 5.4 –Discrete approach with shear strength consideration in support-cavity contact [25] 
 
In this case, since it’s a pre-dimensioning this effect wasn’t considered, so the springs are normal to 
the lining in every node. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 –Discrete approach without shear strength consideration in support-cavity contact [25] 
 
The cross-section with the nodal restraints is presented in Figure 5.6 and the reaction modulus 
considered in each case is presented in Table 5.3: 
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Figure 5.6 –Cross-section with nodal restraints 
 
Table 5.3 – Reaction modulus 
 Kr 
(MPa/m) 
  
G5 6,5 
G3 380 
G1 8833 
 
 
5.4. STRESS COMPUTATION AND DIMENSIONING 
As it was said in the beginning of this chapter, this is an iterative method, so structural analysis 
software as an aid in the stress computation is often used. 
The software used was Robot structural analysis professional 2010 and the dimensioning was made 
according to EC2 (Eurocode 2, [43]) for bending combined with axial force. 
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Figure 5.7 –Cross section considered in Robot 
 
Being a pre-dimensioning, only the ultimate limit state (ULS) was considered, although in this type of 
structures, to maintain impermeable behaviour, special attention has to be given to crack control 
(serviceability limit state – SLS). 
Already explained previously in this chapter, watertight supports with drainage layer don’t need to 
consider the load resultant of water presence in a hydrostatic state. 
 
( )SelfweightPmkNLoadDrainedULS drained +×=→ 35,1)/()(   (5.7) 
 
On the other hand, if no drainage layer is expected in the support system, expression 5.7 is modified to 
expression 5.8: 
 
( ) waterundrained PSelfweightPmkNLoadUndrainedULS ++×=→ 35,1)/()(   (5.8) 
 
So, taking into account that to date no decision was made on this topic, the pre-dimensioning will 
consider both situations. A summary table regarding the consider loads for each case is presented next: 
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Table 5.4 – Loads considered 
 TERZAGHI’S EARTH PRESSURE METHOD 
 Selfweight 
(kN/m) 
Pv,water= Ph,water 
(kN/m) 
Pv=Ph 
((kN/m)/mlongitudinal) 
   Undrained Drained 
G5 
50 m 
Yes 164 422 586 
G5 
150 m 
Yes 491 391 616 
G3 
150 m 
Yes 491 300 470 
G1 
150 m 
Yes 491 243 381 
G3 
350 m 
Yes 1145 317 497 
G1 
350 m 
Yes 1145 252 397 
 ROCK MASS APPROACH 
 Selfweight 
(kN/m) 
Pv,water= Ph,water 
(kN/m) 
Pv=Ph 
((kN/m)/mlongitudinal) 
PhINVERT 
((kN/m)/mlongitudinal) 
   Undrained Drained Undrained Drained 
G5 
50 m 
Yes 164 160 252 332 522 
G3 
150 m 
Yes 491 99 155 99 155 
G1 
150 m 
Yes 491 24 40 24 40 
G3 
350 m 
Yes 1145 126 198 126 198 
G1 
350 m 
Yes 1145 24 40 24 40 
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Concerning the support material properties, it was considered C25/30 for concrete and S500 for steel 
reinforcement (material properties defined according EC2). 
 
 
Figure 5.8 – Support cross-section considered for dimensioning 
 
Figure 5.8 represents the considered support cross-section. In order to guarantee a minimum concrete 
cover for common exposure classes, it’s generally admitted for pre-dimensioning purposes that the 
effective depth of a cross-section (d) can be assessed by expression 5.9.  
 
( )HcmHd ×−= 9,0;5min
  (5.9) 
 
d’ is then obtained subtracting d to the thickness (H). Further explanation on structural dimensioning 
exceeds the scope of this work; the obtained results for concrete thickness (H) are presented in Table 
5.5. 
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Table 5.5 – Results obtained (concrete thickness) 
 TERZAGHI’S EARTH PRESSURE 
METHOD 
ROCK MASS APPROACH 
 Undrained 
(m) 
Drained 
(m) 
Undrained 
(m) 
Drained 
(m) 
G5 
50 m 
0,7 0,75 0,45 0,45 
G5 
150 m 
0,8 0,8 - - 
G3 
150 m 
0,4 0,3 0,4 0,2 
G1 
150 m 
0,6 0,45 0,8 0,65 
G3 
350 m 
0,65 0,3 0,65 0,2 
G1 
350 m 
0,8 0,45 0,9 0,65 
 
As can be seen in table 5.5, for overburden classes 150 m and 350 m being Pwater the major installed 
load, a drained solution permits lower support thickness. Focusing in G5, a lower thickness is obtained 
considering rock mass approach, which means that if intervention to improve the mass behaviour (e.g. 
reduce plastic radius) is made, it will permit to lower the required support thickness. As for G1, 
thickness values are much higher than expected. Robot’s base method is FEM, so the problem may lie 
on the consideration of a reaction modulus that doesn’t permit model convergence (equilibrium 
between forces that provide stability and the ones that act contrarily). 
So, in order to provide a more realistic thickness for G1, a sensitive analysis was made (see appendix 
C) which permitted to conclude that for a constant thickness and an arbitrary load (600 KN/m), the 
variation of bending moment and axial stress values are more dependent on the reaction modulus 
when its value is lower than approximately 200 MPa/m. For higher values that variation is less 
significant. 
Analyzing the bending moment variation permitted to conclude that increasing the reaction modulus 
lowers the bending moment, so considering a lower reaction modulus is in fact conservative. As for 
the axial stress, it tends to increase with a higher reaction modulus consideration; though for high Kr 
the value variation is only approximately 4% (explanation on relation between support rigidity and 
acting stresses can be found in [25]). 
Being so, for G1 a lower Kr was considered, to permit convergence in the model. The obtained results 
for support thickness are presented in Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6 – G1 results with Kr=1 GPa/m 
 TERZAGHI’S EARTH PRESSURE 
METHOD 
ROCK MASS APPROACH 
 Undrained 
(m) 
Drained 
(m) 
Undrained 
(m) 
Drained 
(m) 
G1 
150 m 
0,4 0,3 0,5 0,2 
G1 
350 m 
0,6 0,3 0,65 0,2 
 
Upon completing the intermediate steps, a search for uniform thickness has to take place. Being so, in 
order to accomplish the desired uniformity, variation is induced in the reinforcement. The final lining 
pre-dimensioning results are presented in the following table (see also appendix C): 
 
Table 5.7 – Final lining summary table 
 Concrete 
thickness 
 
Solution As1 
(cm2) 
As2 
(cm2) 
 (m)  Invert Sidewall/Invert 
(connection) 
Crown Invert Sidewall/Invert 
(connection) 
Crown 
G5 
50 m 
0,4 Undrained 71 80 3 34 80 3 
G5 
150 m 
0,4 Drained 71 80 3 34 80 3 
G3 
150 m 
0,4 Drained 6 6 6 0 0 0 
G1 
150 m 
0,4 Drained 3 3 3 3 3 3 
G3 
350 m 
0,4 Drained 6 12 6 0 0 0 
G1 
350 m 
0,4 Drained 3 3 3 3 3 3 
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The presented reinforcement results, even if just preliminary, still need to be within established limits. 
Although presenting those limits exceeds the scope of this work, it’s relevant to mention that EC2 
includes not only the expressions but also full explanation. 
Before proceeding to the next section, two final comments will be made: as can be seen, it was 
admitted for G5 at 150 m the same results that were obtained for G5 at 50 m. Doing that, even in a 
preliminary stage, means that is assumed intervention for behaviour improvement (mentioned earlier 
in this chapter).  
Secondly, it’s reminded that deep conditions permit the consideration of loads becoming radial in long 
term analysis. In the present work, this effect wasn’t considered because it has a positive impact on the 
equilibrium, thus lowering the support need. 
 
5.5. INTRINSIC BEHAVIOUR VALIDATION 
Arriving this point, a validation of the behaviour classes assigned to each case can be made, based on 
the updated geometrical input parameters. 
The process was already explained in Chapter 4, so the only modification is the considered cavity area 
that can now be defined taking into account the final lining thickness. 
 
Table 5.8 – Equivalent diameter with the consideration of the final lining thickness  
Area 
(m2) 
Deq 
(m) 
≈84,95 10,4 
 
Before commenting on the primary objective of this section, since all the needed parameters are 
already determined it seems relevant to make a direct comparison between convergence-confinement 
and FEM, by means of the GRC (note – in FEM, for GRC determination, the plane strain model is 
used with several steps corresponding to a decreasing internal radial pressure) and longitudinal 
deformation profile.  
The results (presented in appendix C) demonstrate high similarity in GRC’s. For longitudinal 
deformation profiles, in G1 and G3, a close relation is found between Vlachopoulos and Diederichs 
(2009) and FEM; on the other hand, for G5, neither Chern et al. (1998) nor Vlachopoulos and 
Diederichs (2009) provide estimations close to the ones obtained with FEM.  
Performing this comparison confirms that special attention should be given to longitudinal 
deformation profile estimations based on any of these analytical approaches for cases with a large 
plastic zone extent. Although until comparison with field values is possible, no definitive conclusion 
can be taken. 
Getting back to the objective, the behaviour classes were determined again, and the same results 
obtained. So now, having gathered all the needed conditions, the work can proceed to the next section, 
using the updated geometrical characteristics. 
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6 
PRE-SUPPORT, IMPROVEMENT AND 
PRE-CONFINEMENT 
 
 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
It’s already clear that the way the tunnel is driven depends on the relation between depth, span and 
geotechnical conditions of the surrounding mass. But this doesn’t mean that the geotechnical engineer 
can’t decide to proceed with the project using full face excavation in cases where the intrinsic 
behaviour estimation suggests another decision. Logically taking this decision means that intervention 
ahead of the face will be necessary, to increase the stability of the excavation (lower the convergence, 
and/or lower the longitudinal displacements, and/or lower the acting stress on the support, and/or 
lower the induced displacements in the surroundings). Various methods exist, and although an 
exhaustive description of each one exceeds the scope of this work, the most commonly used in 
tunnelling will be indicated next: drainage, jet-grouting columns, freezing, umbrella arch of steel 
pipes, forepoling, fiber-glass bolts on the tunnel face and preventive soil treatment (further 
information can be found in [25]). 
Since any of these interventions modifies the mass response to the tunnelling procedure, it can be said 
that this chapter deals with probably one of the most difficult aspects to represent in the 
analytical/numerical models. Being so, a paradoxical situation emerges, because if in one hand it is the 
base of the difficulty, on the other hand it’s also the base of theoretical approaches that permit their 
inclusion in the models. It’s relevant to mention that a way to avoid such difficulties lies on the use of 
full 3D models. Following the title order, suggestions on how to represent these interventions will be 
presented using as examples the cases G3 and G5. 
To guarantee a proper understanding of this section, it’s reminded that although these techniques may 
be combined and used with partial face advances (both subjects explored later in this work), in order to 
make a correct assessment of the effect derived by their inclusion in the models, this chapter will focus 
on the individual use with full face advance. 
 
6.2. PRE-SUPPORT 
This technique consists of applying elements (e.g. grouted steel pipes with diameters between 90 and 
250mm, spaced 20 to 60cm) in sub-horizontal holes located in the outside contour of the cavity. Being 
the desired objective the interception of the potential failure zones ahead of the face, the pre-support 
technique is named “umbrella arch” (if only a localized intervention is pretended – forepoling). 
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Figure 6.1 – Umbrella arch of steel pipes [34] 
 
To fulfil the objective, these elements normally have a length of 12 m to 15 m being at least 3 m for 
overlap. Their use is generally associated to the use of steel ribs (primary support, explained on later 
section) making the last installed steel rib the connecting element with the umbrella arch of steel pipes. 
These pre-support technique effectively reduces the stress concentration ahead of the face, therefore 
increasing the front stability; as for the displacements control, the contribution isn’t so effective 
(elements with very low flexural rigidity). 
So, in practical terms, with the presence of an umbrella arch of steel pipes it should be expected an 
improvement on the behaviour ahead of the tunnel face, but when the face reaches the section the 
improvement stops being so noticeable. Based on this, the present section will focus on the validation 
of a suggestion made on a discussion paper, [34]. In the mentioned paper, the modification on the 
behaviour by the inclusion of the pre-support is validated through comparison based on a plane strain 
model. 
Being so, in this work, the comparison will be based in an axisymetric model. 
The first comment to be made before presenting the suggestion is that using an axisymetric model is 
equivalent to admitting that the umbrella arch would be present in the total outside contour of the 
cavity, which doesn’t correspond to the reality. Therefore the obtained results have to be used in a 
very conservative way until comparison with in situ results is possible.  
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Figure 6.2 – Axisymetric model with umbrella arch of steel pipes 
 
As can be seen in Figure 6.2, the inclusion of the umbrella arch on the model is made by considering a 
layer of material with modified parameters, or in other words a composite layer.  
 
 
Figure 6.3 – Composite layer 
 
The considered composite layer has a thickness of 0.6 m and is composed by steel pipes, grout and 
surrounding mass. Being an approximate method permits to make the simplification of considering 
grout just in the interior of the steel pipe, but it is relevant to mention that in reality grouting is made 
also between the steel pipe and the surrounding mass. 
The steps considered in the model were of 1 m, leaving always 1 step of unsupported span between the 
face and the liner that simulates the primary support (explanation on how to obtain the liner properties 
of combined supported or simple support will be given on later section). 
The layer properties are obtained modifying the global rock mass strength (σ’cm) of the surrounding 
material by a weighted average based on the area occupied by each of the components in the layer 
(steel pipe, grout and surrounding mass) and they’re yielding strength: 
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Except for the yielding strength of the grout (fyg = 30MPa) and the global rock mass strength, the other 
needed parameters depend on the steel pipe considered. So arriving this point, although the suggestion 
followed in this section doesn’t consider this step, stress verification on the steel pipes should be 
made, to help decide on which profile to choose. Before proceeding with the explanation on how to 
obtain the composite layer properties, the next paragraphs will focus on the stress verification. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 – Stress verification 
 
In the above image, s represents the spacing between steel ribs, d represents the distance between the 
face and the last steel rib and the springs represent the surrounding mass reaction. In this work it was 
considered 1 m of spacing between steel ribs and d = 1 m. As it can be easily understood, for valid 
stress verification, d can’t be equal to s, so a brief explanation follows. 
Considering that the primary support is composed by steel ribs and shotcrete, although in a simplified 
way d is admitted to be equal 1 m every time it is used as an input parameter in this work, in reality 
what happens is that as the tunnel advances, the steel rib is set approximately 0.3 m behind the 
advancing face and the next one after 1 m of advance. Since the stress verification has to be made for 
the worst case, the considered d equals 1.3 m. 
The stiffness of the springs is obtained through the Winkler’s coefficient, [44], (concept similar to the 
reaction modulus, presented in Chapter 5). As for the load estimation, is made according to Terzaghi’s 
formulation and then multiplied by the spacing between steel pipes. 
So, after this verification, the steel profile and respective yielding strength are known and the 
determination of the parameters can proceed. 
The second step consists in obtaining the intact compressive strength (σci’) of the composite layer 
through the known global rock mass strength (σ’cm): 
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The third and final step, is considering the same GSI and mi combined with σci’ and D = 0, to 
determine the “rock mass parameters” (like it was done in Chapter 2), thus completing the definition 
of the composite layer. Considering a disturbance factor of 0 for the composite layer is valid if the 
steel profiles are assumed to be undamaged and they’re insertion doesn’t induce disturbance. Also, 
taking this into account, in the stress verification, the Young modulus used for obtaining the spring 
stiffness should be the intact Young modulus. 
Completing all these steps, led to the results presented in Table 6.1: 
 
Table 6.1 – Summary table regarding umbrella arch of steel pipes 
 Steel profile Steel 
class 
Spacing 
between 
profiles 
σci’ 
(MPa) 
Support properties 
   (m)  Shotcrete Steel ribs 
G5 
50 m 
D139,7 s 10 
(Din=12 cm) 
(Dout=14 cm) 
S355 0,5 89,3 C20/25 
(tsc=0,2 m) 
HE200B 
(S235) 
G3 
350 m 
D139,7 s 12,5 
(Din=11,5 cm) 
(Dout=14 cm) 
S235 0,5 57,6 C20/25 
(tsc=0,2 m) 
HE200B 
(S235) 
 
After obtaining the composite layer properties, each axisymetric model was used in order to estimate 
the unsupported behaviour, supported behaviour and “supported with the inclusion of pre-support” 
behaviour and perform a comparison to validate the followed suggestion (see appendix D). 
First, for G5 at 50 m the obtained longitudinal deformation profiles are presented in Figure 6.5: 
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Figure 6.5– G5, 50 m 
 
In order to perform a comparison, although a noticeable behaviour improvement is shown in Figure 
6.5 (mainly because of the support inclusion) the attention should be focused only in the supported 
case with and without pre-support. Being so, Figure 6.6 presents just this 2 longitudinal deformation 
profiles: 
 
 
Figure 6.6 – G5, 50 m (2) 
 
As can be seen, using the suggestion made by Hoek (2004), [34], the inclusion in the model of the 
expected behaviour improvement before the face reaches the section becomes possible. But before 
drawing any conclusion, the results obtained for G3 at 350 m are presented in Figure 6.7 and Figure 
6.8: 
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Figure 6.7 – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure 6.8 – G3, 350 m (2) 
 
For G3 at 350 m the behaviour doesn’t modify much, because contrarily to what happens in G5 at 50 
m the behaviour is already stable. So, through the obtained results is possible to say that this 
suggestion permits a valid inclusion of the pre-support effect in the longitudinal deformation profile. 
Next, a comparison based on the longitudinal displacement at the face was made. The results obtained 
for G5 at 50 m are presented in Figure 6.9 and the ones obtained for G3 at 350 m are presented in 
Figure 6.10: 
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Figure 6.9 – Face stability, G5 – 50 m 
 
 
Figure 6.10 – Face stability, G3 – 350 m 
 
Regarding the longitudinal displacements at the face, in both cases the decrease is low, confirming 
once more that suggestion [34] permits a valid behaviour simulation. 
Before proceeding to the next section, a final comment has to be made. Although it became clear that 
this approach is valid using FEM (including the “composite beam” both in the axisymetric and plane 
strain models), the same can’t be said for convergence-confinement before assessing the induced 
variation on the GRC by the inclusion of this element. Being so, a plane strain model (considering a 
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circular section with the updated equivalent diameter) was used with the inclusion of the umbrella 
arch, for each case, to permit the determination of the pretended curve (internal decreasing radial 
pressure=f(radial displacement)). The results are presented next: 
 
 
Figure 6.11 – GRC comparison, G5 – 50 m 
 
 
Figure 6.12 – GRC comparison, G3 – 350 m 
 
Like it was said in the beginning of this chapter, the effect of the pre-support is felt before the face 
reaches the section. After, even with the inclusion of the umbrella arch, the behaviour becomes similar 
to the unsupported behaviour, which is visible in the images above. So in order to consider the pre-
support in convergence-confinement, the modification has to be made only in the longitudinal 
deformation profile. Until further studies are made, the convergence-confinement spreadsheet 
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produced during this work only considers the pre-support effect indirectly by permitting the input of 
the estimated radial displacement when the support becomes active (Ur,d). 
 
6.3. IMPROVEMENT 
The concept inherent in the techniques used with this objective is that the overall intrinsic behaviour 
will be better (improved) after their use. The techniques can produce large scale effects (preventive 
soil treatment) or lower effects (radial bolting made in a stage where the failure zone extent isn’t too 
high). 
 
 
Figure 6.13 – Radial bolting as an improvement technique 
 
No difficulties arise in the simulation of preventive soil treatment, because since the effect is in a large 
scale, the models can be used with improved parameters and then proceed with the analyses. The same 
can’t be said for the radial bolting as an improvement technique. 
First of all, without making an exhaustive description, the difference between using fully grouted rock 
bolts and end anchored rock bolts will be explained (further information can be found in [10]). End 
anchored rock bolts (mechanically or chemically anchored) when used are always tensioned, thus the 
effect on the surrounding mass will be felt as an applied force. On the other hand, fully grouted rock 
dowels or swellex dowels (different systems but similar behaviour) are only activated when relative 
movement between rock and bolt occurs (shear force activates the bolt). 
The use of end anchored rock bolts will be discussed in later chapter, being the next section focused 
on the quantification of the improvement obtained by using fully grouted rock bolts/dowels. 
Before proceeding it is reminded that the quotient between bolt length and failure zone extent must be 
superior to 1 in order for this to be a viable solution (being the improvement effectiveness higher for 
high quotient values). 
 
6.3.1. QUANTIFICATION OF IMPROVEMENT EFFECT (CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT) 
The base for this hypothesis is that due to the deformation on the rock mass, the rock reinforcement 
elements (grouted bolts) become tensioned, acting this tension as an additional confining pressure, 
[33]. 
A. Mahtab, S. Xu and P. Grasso, in 1994, [33], presented this suggestion, using both the Hoek-Brown 
failure criterion and Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The full formulation won’t be presented, just a 
brief explanation on how to assess the effect. Also, since the used failure criterion in this work was 
Hoek-Brown, only the formulation regarding the inclusion of the effect in this criterion will be 
presented. 
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The first aspect that has to be considered, is that the previous versions of the Hoek-Brown failure 
criterion admitted that a=0,5. So, to proceed with the explanation, the assumption that in expression 
6.3 a assumes that value, has to be made. 
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Being so, following the steps explained in expressions 6.4 and 6.5, the failure criterion representation 
can be modified for an easier introduction of the additional confining pressure: 
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The second step is introducing the additional confining pressure (∆σ3), which value is obtained 
through the yielding strength of the bolts and the spacing around the cavity: 
 
cs
Tmax
3 =∆σ  (6.6) 
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Therefore arriving to a solution where the increment of confining pressure is quantified in terms of a 
modified s parameter: 
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The final step consists in updating this suggestion to the generalized Hoek-Brown failure criterion 
(expression 6.3) considering that the error introduced by the a parameter differing 0.5 in most of the 
cases, is negligible. 
 
( ) ( )acici smb 23331 '''' σσσσσσ ×+××+∆+=  (6.10) 
 
Having an improved s parameter leaves the door open to obtain a modified GRC. So, G3 will be used 
as example. 
The dowel characterization in the excel spreadsheet is summarized in Table 6.2: 
 
Table 6.2 – Summary table regarding fully grouted dowels 
 Dowel Tmax L sc s’ 
  (KN) (m) (m)  
G3 
150 m 
Swellex Pm24 200 3 1 0,0131 
G3 
350 m 
Swellex Pm24 200 4 1 0,0131 
 
sc represents the spacing around the cavity and L represents the length (although it’s definition is not 
required in the excel spreadsheet, still is an important parameter). As for the dowel type, information 
can be found in [45]. 
The obtained results are presented in Figure 6.14 and 6.15: 
 
 
Figure 6.14 – Improved GRC, G3 – 150 m 
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Figure 6.15 – Improved GRC, G3 – 350 m 
 
Already introduced in Chapter 3, convergence-confinement method takes into account the 3 
dimensional effect through the consideration of a longitudinal deformation profile. Also, the 
estimations made with this profile may differ if a different theoretical formulation is used (e.g. Chern 
et al. (1998), [31], or Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009), [32]). So, the results presented next were 
obtained using both solutions. 
For G3 at 150 m: 
 
 
Figure 6.16 – Results comparison, G3 – 150 m (Chern et al. (1998)) 
 
 
Figure 6.17 – Results comparison, G3 – 150 m (Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009)) 
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For G3 at 350 m: 
 
 
Figure 6.18 – Results comparison, G3 – 350 m (Chern et al. (1998)) 
 
 
Figure 6.19 – Results comparison, G3 – 350 m (Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009)) 
 
The presented results clearly reflect the expected improvement effect on the behaviour. 
The λ parameter (introduced in Chapter 3), represents the deconfinement at the time the support 
becomes active. This concept is one of the available ways of simulating the 3 dimensional effect in a 2 
dimensional model (other suggestion on how to take into account this effect will be given in Chapter 
7; further explanation can also be found in [25]) and although it will be subject of discussion in later 
chapter, a brief explanation is relevant at this stage. As the name indicates, this parameter permits to 
simulate the initial acting load on the support. Being so, its value is dependent on the distance between 
the face and the point of support installation (d) (like it was said earlier in this chapter, the support 
installation was considered 1 m behind the advancing face). 
The reason for this early explanation lies in the fact that although the results obtained reflect an 
improvement in the behaviour, they also predict an increase on the support stresses (lower 
deconfinement values) for the same conditions. So, in the next section, FEM will be used to validate 
the obtained results and further explanation on the existing relation between stress control and 
displacement control will be given in later chapter. 
Before proceeding, two final comments have to be made. The assumption that the GRC is totally 
modified in practical terms represents that the radial bolting is made before the stress redistribution 
starts (by means of a pilot tunnel), which doesn’t reflect the reality if the radial bolting only becomes 
active after the face has reached the section. A way to simulate this would be only modifying the GRC 
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after some deconfinement had already occurred. Although being aware of this fact, until further 
studies are made in this subject, the excel spreadsheet produces a totally modified GRC. The second 
comment concerns the plain strain model considered in the FEM analyses presented next. 
The model contrarily to the others until this part of the work uses a non-circular section. This 
consideration doesn’t allow a direct comparison of the results through the ground reaction, because 
with a non-circular section although the shape of the ground reaction curve is the same independent of 
the point chosen in the cavity, the values of the displacements for a corresponding internal pressure 
differ, [36]. Nevertheless, it permits a comparison with a model that recreates a situation closer to the 
reality, although made indirectly by means of the final maximum displacements on the tunnel crown, 
invert and sidewalls for a model with radial bolting and primary support, and a model without radial 
bolting. Note that including the primary support in the model is necessary to obtain the stresses value; 
thus permitting to validate the assumption that the deconfinement will reduce using radial bolting 
(convergence-confinement – less deconfinement, higher acting load). 
 
6.3.2. QUANTIFICATION OF IMPROVEMENT EFFECT (FINITE ELEMENT METHOD) 
A full explanation on the formulation behind the inclusion of bolt elements in FEM exceeds the scope 
of this work (information on this subject can be found in [40]), being so, just the input parameters and 
the plain strain model, followed by the behaviour analyses results will be presented. 
Figure 6.20 and Table 6.3 present the considered bolt properties (input parameters): 
 
 
Figure 6.20 – Bolt properties 
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Table 6.3 – Bolt properties 
 Dowel Tmax L sc sl Bond 
strength 
Bond 
shear 
stiffness 
  (KN) (m) (m) (m) (MN/m) (MN/m/m) 
G3 
150 m 
Swellex Pm24 
(Dout=36 mm) 
(Din=30 mm) 
200 3 1 1 0,26 180 
G3 
350 m 
Swellex Pm24 
(Dout=36 mm) 
(Din=30 mm) 
200 4 1 1 0,26 180 
 
All the input parameters have already been presented, except “Bond strength”, “Bond shear stiffness” 
and the Young modulus of the material. The first represents the maximum shear capacity of bolt/rock 
interface and the second the shear stiffness of rock/bolt interface. In situations where there is no 
available data for obtaining these values, Rocscience provides a range of values based on the type of 
bolt and surrounding mass condition, [40]: 
 
 
Figure 6.21 – Bond strength and bond shear stiffness [40] 
 
As for the bolt Young modulus, the value of 200 GPa is considered, since it is made of steel. 
After inserting these values in the model, remains the definition of the stages to consider. Like it was 
said in the last section, this is made by means of the deconfinement parameter (for FEM, since there 
are available axisymetric results, λ is obtained through them). So, in order to simulate the radial 
bolting prior to the installation of the primary support, 2 distinct λ parameters have to be considered: 
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Table 6.4 – λ 
 λ 
 d 
(face) 
d 
(1 m) 
G3 
150 m 
0,35 0,7 
G3 
350 m 
0,45 0,77 
 
For a better understanding the model is presented next, and explanation on how this parameters are 
obtained through the axisymetric models will be presented in a later section: 
 
 
Figure 6.22 – Stage 1 
 
 
Figure 6.23 – Stage 2 
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Figure 6.24 – Stage 3 
 
 
Figure 6.25 – Stage 4 
 
As can be seen, the advance is this way simulated by reducing an internal radial pressure (obtained 
through λ). This pressure is higher in stage 2, because the face has just reached that section. In stage 3, 
radial bolting becomes active and the pressure is reduced to a value that simulates a distance of 1 m 
between the section and the advancing face. In stage 3, the support becomes active and the radial 
pressure is removed. 
The lining properties for G3 at 350 m were the same considered in the axisymetric model used in “pre-
support” section of this work; for G3 at 150 m was considered only shotcrete C20/25 (tsc = 20 cm). 
A similar model without radial bolting and with only 3 stages (corresponding to stage 1, 3 and 4) was 
also used thus allowing a comparison. 
Without further explanation, the results will be presented next (see also appendix D): 
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Table 6.5 – Results without radial bolting 
 Ur,max 
(mm) 
Nmax Nmin Mmax Rp 
(m) 
 Crown Sidewalls Invert (kN) (kN) (kN.m) (kN.m) Crown Sidewalls Invert 
G3 
150 m 
≈12 ≈9 ≈16 1550 950 7,1 -5,8 negligible negligible ≈1,26 
G3 
350 m 
≈29 ≈24 ≈48 5360 2424 53 -20,8 ≈1,05 ≈1,1 ≈2,6 
 
Table 6.6 – Results with radial bolting 
 Ur,max 
(mm) 
Nmax Nmin Mmax Rp 
(m) 
 Crown Sidewalls Invert (kN) (kN) (kN.m) (kN.m) Crown Sidewalls Invert 
G3 
150 m 
≈11 ≈8,5 ≈15,8 1590 824 7,77 -14,35 negligible negligible ≈1,22 
G3 
350 m 
≈27 ≈23 ≈47 5490 2650 56,9 -21,75 ≈0,96 ≈1 ≈2,56 
 
Before addressing the results, it has to be established the convention used for stress representation in 
Phase 2 results, being it the consideration of compression as positive; therefore the bending moment 
diagram is represented on the side corresponding to compression. 
Concerning the obtained results, although the variation on the values isn’t significant, the tendency 
highlighted by the convergence-confinement approach is confirmed, which permits to conclude that 
the suggestion presented in the beginning of this section leads to valid behaviour estimation, although 
like it was said for the “pre-support”, until comparison with field values, it should be used in a very 
conservative way. 
As a last comment, if improvement with radial bolting would be considered for G3 at 350 m, special 
attention would have to be given to the bolt behaviour since the results presented in the respective 
appendix highlight the possibility of bolt failure.  
 
6.4. PRE-CONFINEMENT 
Pre-confinement measures are taken when it’s pretended to stabilize the plastic zone ahead of the 
tunnel face (responsible for the face instability). This is accomplished by anchoring the face to the 
undisturbed zone ahead by means of bolting (fully grouted bolts/dowels) parallel to the tunnel axis. To 
guarantee the desired effect the considered length is normally 12 m with an overlap of 3 m to 4 m and 
to permit an easy progression without damaging the tunnelling equipment these bolts are made of 
fiberglass. A scheme of the use of fibreglass bolts is presented in Figure 6.26: 
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Figure 6.26 – Fiberglass bolts 
 
The first comment regarding this preconditioning system is that it’s indeed very effective in face 
stability control, but in order to use it, the face has to be sufficient stable to permit bolt installation. So, 
it becomes clear that in cases of major instability this system has to be used simultaneously with other 
techniques (e.g. umbrella arch of steel pipes). 
The second comment concerns the fact that, being the bolts grouted and also installed right after the 
face advance, “can’t the effect be recreated by the same method presented in the last section?” 
Trying to answer this question is in fact in the base of what is going to be presented in this section, and 
once again G3 and G5 will be used as examples. 
 
6.4.1. QUANTIFICATION OF PRE-CONFINEMENT EFFECT (FINITE ELEMENT METHOD) 
Concerning pre-confinement consideration in 2D FEM models, contrarily to what was said in the 
introduction of this section, presents no similarity to the improvement consideration. Similarities will 
only appear when making the bridge to convergence-confinement. But first, focusing in the current 
topic, this elements act by anchoring the face, so using an axisymetric model, they can be represented 
by a distributed load acting normal to the advancing face with a constant value in every step. 
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Figure 6.27 – Axisymetric model with face bolting 
 
Bearing in mind that this method (like all the others presented) is a simplified representation of 
potential behaviour, a limit has to be defined for the distributed load value. In this work the criteria 
used was the minimum between the load correspondent to 2.5 cm of longitudinal displacement 
(according to the longitudinal displacement at the face estimations made in Chapter 4, 1.1 cm of 
longitudinal displacement corresponds to a small deformation / stable behaviour (GD classification c) 
and 3.3 cm corresponds to small / medium deformation (GD classification c or d); being so, 2.5 cm 
can be used as a reference value of stable behaviour) and the load correspondent to the beginning of 
longitudinal displacement in the other way. Note that if the second criterion is reached before Ul,0 ≤  
2.5 cm, this can be interpreted as a good indicator that a combination of “pre-interventions” should be 
considered (or partial face advance instead of full face). 
With the starting point defined, the load value is obtained on “trial-error” bases within the mentioned 
limits. So, for G3 at 350 m the results will be presented next (G5 will only be presented later because 
according to the intrinsic behaviour estimation made in Chapter 4, the face wouldn’t be sufficient 
stable to install bolts; so a combination of pre-support and pre-confinement seems a more appropriate 
approach): 
 
Table 6.7 – Face bolting axisymetric results 
 R0 
(m) 
Ulong,0 max 
(mm) 
Ulong,0 
(mm) 
Load 
(kN/m) 
G3 
350 m 
5,2 25 24,3 800 
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A graphical representation of the obtained improvement in face stability is presented in Figure 6.28: 
 
 
Figure 6.28 – Face stability comparison, G3 – 350 m 
 
According to the results (see also appendix D), with a pressure of 0.8 MPa is expected that the face 
displacement initially equal to 35 mm decreases to 24.3 mm, therefore increasing the face stability. 
After obtaining this value it’s important to materialize it in number of bolts and strength class (or bolt 
spacing and strength class). In order to do it, a method proposed by Peila (1994), [46], was used. This 
method permits the estimation of the effective confinement pressure applied by the bolts as the 
minimum value between the traction limit and the “pull-out” resistance: 
 





 ××××
=
S
An
S
An
P lboltfront
maxmax ;min τσ
 (6.11) 
 
So, considering that the objective is the determination of the number of bolts and respective class, 
follows an explanation on the involved parameters: Pfront – Effective confinement pressure 
(determined in the axisymetric analyses); S – excavated section (available for bolting); n – number of 
bolts; Abolt x σmax = Tmax – tensile strength; Al – lateral (anchored) section; τmax – effective shear 
strength on rock/bolt interface. 
Taking into account that a way to assess Pfront was already explained, the first parameter to focus will 
be S. 
It will be admitted that the available bolting area corresponds to the excavated section until a distance 
of 2 m to the lowest point in the final section: 
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Figure 6.29 – Available bolting area 
 
Next, to obtain the anchored section, the following expression is used: 
 
21,1 LDA holel ×××= pi  (6.12) 
 
For Dhole a value of 10 cm can be considered; as for L2, it requires the consideration of Rankine’s 
active zone, cited in [47]: 
 
 
Figure 6.30 – Rankine’s active zone 
 
As can be seen in the image, to proceed, an estimation of the equivalent friction angle has to be made 
(explained in Chapter 2). After, considering Lbolt approximately 12 m, Loverlap approximately 4 m, and 
that the first line of bolts will be installed at approximately 1 m from the top, the arrival at L2’s value 
becomes possible through expression 6.13: 
 
overlapbolt LLLL ++= 21  (6.13) 
 
The remaining parameter, τmax, is obtained through the following expression, where qs represents the 
shear strength of the interface, and 1.4 a safety factor: 
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4,1max
sq
=τ
  (6.14) 
 
When there is no available information on qs, suggested range of values can be used. So, in this work 
according to the “Standard specifications and code of practice for road bridges (section VII – 
Foundations and substructures) – The Indian Roads Congress, 2000”, [48], a typical value for granite 
is located between 2 MPa (weathered rock) and 5 MPa (good rock). Before knowing if this value has 
influence or not in the estimation, is prudent to be conservative, so it was considered 2.5 MPa. 
A summary table is presented next: 
 
Table 6.8 – Parameters summary table 
 Pfront 
(MPa) 
S 
(m2) 
φ' 
(°) 
L2 
(m) 
Al 
(m2) 
τmax 
(MPa) 
Tmax 
(kN) 
G3 
350 m 
0,8 59,3 35,3 3,2 1,1 1,79 Durglass 
FL30 
(600) 
Durglass 
FL32 
(680) 
 
And the obtained results are presented in Table 6.9: 
 
Table 6.9 – Results summary table 
 n Pfront 
(MPa) S
An bolt maxσ××
 
(MPa) 
S
An l maxτ××
 
(MPa) 
G3 
350 m 
80 
(Durglass FL30) 
 
0,8 0,8 2,66 
70 
(Durglass FL32) 
0,8 0,8 2,32 
 
Before proceeding, it’s relevant to mention that information on the selected fibreglass bolt can be 
found in [49]. 
Getting back to the subject, as it can be seen, qs value doesn’t influence the results, so they can be 
considered valid estimation of the fiberglass dowels needed to obtain a stable behaviour at the face. 
Having completed the explanation regarding FEM, and in an effort of introducing the quantification of 
pre-confinement effect in convergence-confinement a final comment has to be made. Although until 
this part it hasn’t been highlighted, the use of pre-confinement not only allows controlling the 
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longitudinal displacements and reduce the plastic zone extent ahead of the advancing face, but also 
modifies the longitudinal deformation profile in the front proximity (therefore changing λ). The results 
obtained for G3 at 350 m will be presented next for a better understanding (see also appendix D): 
 
 
Figure 6.31 – Longitudinal deformation profile comparison – G3, 350 m 
 
6.4.2. QUANTIFICATION OF PRE-CONFINEMENT EFFECT (CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT) 
Starting with the premise that the inclusion of these elements only modifies locally the longitudinal 
deformation profile, this section will focus on the quantification of pre-confinement effect in 
convergence-confinement. 
Like it was already said, fiberglass dowels are also fully grouted, but the principle that the GRC 
modifies can’t be used, because it wouldn’t reflect the actual effect. Nevertheless the same principle of 
confinement increment (∆σ3) applies, and with the aid of a graphical method, an estimation of the 
induced effect can be made, cited in [50]. 
Figure 6.58 exemplifies the mentioned graphical method: 
 
 
Figure 6.32 – Graphical determination of pre-confinement effect 
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As it can be seen in Figure 6.58, this method introduces the pre-confinement effect in the model by 
modifying the radial displacement estimations at the face (U0’) and when the support becomes active 
(Ur,d’) as a function of the confinement increment. 
With this said, follows the method validation through results comparison. Before presenting the 
results, a reminder that Pfront is pretended to be equal 0.8 MPa, so in order to obtain approximately that 
value in the excel spreadsheet, for a fixed bolt type (in this case Durglass FL30 and FL32) the bolt 
spacing is modified; also, the formulation behind the longitudinal deformation profile (Chern et al. 
(1998), Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009)) modifies the estimation, so the presented results will 
include both. 
With Durglass FL30, the obtained results where: 
 
 
Figure 6.33 – Pre-confinement effect on longitudinal deformation profile (Chern et al. (1998)) – (1) 
 
 
Figure 6.34 – Pre-confinement effect on longitudinal deformation profile (Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009)) – 
(1) 
 
And with Durglass FL32: 
 
 
Figure 6.35 – Pre-confinement effect on longitudinal deformation profile (Chern et al. (1998)) – (2) 
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Figure 6.36 – Pre-confinement effect on longitudinal deformation profile (Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009)) – 
(2) 
 
In order to permit an easier comparison, Table 6.10 summarizes the results regarding both FEM and 
convergence-confinement estimations with and without pre-confinement intervention: 
 
Table 6.10 – Results comparison 
  FEM Chern et al. (1998) Vlachopoulos and 
Diederichs (2009) 
 Fiberglass 
dowel 
U0 
(mm) 
Ur,d 
(mm) 
λ U0 
(mm) 
Ur,d 
(mm) 
λ U0 
(mm) 
Ur,d 
(mm) 
λ 
G3 
350 m 
- 11,9 20,1 0,77 15,8 18,3 0,69 13,5 20 0,75 
 Durglass 
FL30 
9,2 18,5 0,73 13,7 16 0,61 11,3 17,4 0,66 
 Durglass 
FL32 
9,2 18,5 0,73 13,2 16 0,6 10,9 17,4 0,66 
 
Focusing in the deconfinement value obtained with pre-confinement intervention and comparing to the 
obtained without pre-confinement, the variation is higher for both convergence-confinement 
approaches (reminder - for the same remaining conditions, less deconfinement means higher acting 
load in the support), so this approach presents an estimation through the “safe side” (also not to 
conservative). 
Like it was said in the beginning of this section, G5 at 50 m is an example of combining pre-support 
with pre-confinement. The pre-confinement dimensioning process in this case is similar to the 
presented for G3 at 350 m, the only difference is that the axisymetric model used for Pfront assessment 
counts with pre-support inclusion. It’s relevant to mention that Pfront reached the limit of starting to 
induce displacement before Ul,0 ≤  2.5 cm, which is a good indicator that also combination with 
improvement might be needed. Being so, it doesn’t add anything to this work by including a 
description of a repeated process, although the results are still presented in appendix D. 
Having presented a way to include these interventions (pre-support, improvement and pre-
confinement) in both FEM and convergence-confinement concludes the chapter objectives. 
Before proceeding two comments remain. The first is more an introduction to the explanation on the 
relation between displacement control and deconfinement loss: “…In order to prevent instability of the 
face, and therefore the cavity (tunnel), preconditioning measures must be adopted, appropriately 
balanced between the face and the cavity, of an intensity adequate to the actual stress conditions 
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relative to the strength and deformation properties of the medium”, Lunardi (2000), [51]. Meaning this 
that in order to make a decision upon an intervention, one can’t isolate the pretended result, bearing in 
mind the effect it will have in the other parameters that permit stability assessment. 
The second concerning only the pre-confinement section, is a reminder that in order to obtain the type 
of fiberglass dowel and spacing, needed to stabilize the face and later assess deconfinement loss with 
convergence-confinement, if no axisymetric model has been produced, analythical methods can be 
used with that purpose; further explanation on the subject can be found in [25]. 
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7 
PRIMARY SUPPORT 
 
 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
Reaching this point is the aim of a dimensioning process in tunnelling, and like what happens for the 
rock mass classification schemes, several ways exist to estimate the type of support to be used. So 
once more, a responsible approach obliges the geotechnical engineer not focusing in only one 
approach, but compare results. Logically if all the available approaches were used it would not only 
take a lot of time but would also be counter-productive (because the earlier methods don’t take into 
account “surrounding mass - support structure” interaction effects, therefore they tend to over 
dimension the support). 
Before presenting a brief explanation on the available support dimensioning methods, since the subject 
is “tunnelling in rock mass” is important to point the difference between dimensioning support for 
structurally controlled failures (falling of blocks) and support design for overstressed rock. The first 
requires information on discontinuities orientation to estimate the safety factor (quotient between the 
forces that provide equilibrium and the ones that act contrarily to it) of the blocks formed by their 
intersection with the tunnel. Although this subject won’t be addressed in this work (because it would 
require information about existing discontinuities and their orientation (e.g. dip and dip direction)), it 
is relevant to mention that a good explanation on the subject can be found in [10]. 
As for support in overstressed rock, it constitutes the kernel of this chapter, and concerning 
dimensioning methods for this type of failure it can be said that although the earlier ones already 
recognized that the acting load shouldn’t be considered equal to the geostatic load (because of the arch 
effect), they didn’t consider passive loads, dependent of the support deformation (through its 
deformation, the support interacts with the surrounding mass, that this way has also a positive effect 
on the equilibrium). So, within the methods for dimensioning support in overstressed rock, it should be 
made a separation in three main groups: the ones that don’t consider the surrounding mass reaction 
(empirical and semi-empirical methods - e.g. Protodiakonov (similar to Terzaghi’s earth pressure 
but applicable on rock masses)) the ones that consider (Composite soil methods – e.g. convergence-
confinement; hyperstatic reaction methods) and the numerical methods (e.g. FEM; this method 
can’t be included in the previous group because of its higher complexity). It is relevant to mention that 
nowadays, methods that don’t consider the “support - surrounding mass” interaction have their 
applicability reduced in primary support dimensioning, being so in this work only convergence-
confinement and FEM were used as primary support dimensioning methods. 
Before proceeding with the explanation, it’s relevant to mention that concerning the types of support 
available and respective description, since it’s not going to be a subject makes relevant to mention that 
a vast explanation can be found in [10]. 
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Recognizing that primary support effectiveness (in terms of stress-strength relation and displacement 
control) is very dependent on interaction with the surrounding mass means that in order to dimension, 
it obliges not only a correct load consideration but also to take into account the way the tunnel is 
driven (examples on alternatives to full face are presented in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2) and the 
distance to the advancing face at which the support becomes active. 
 
 
Figure 7.1 – Top heading [36] 
 
 
Figure 7.2 – Top heading with side drift [34] 
 
Concerning acting loads, although in this work only was considered the surrounding mass, attention 
has to be given to the varying service loads (normally the induced effect is not significant), 
construction activities loads, and hydrostatic/hydrodynamic “loads” (reminder – regarding 
hydrostatic/hydrodynamic loads, what was said in Chapter 5 is valid for primary support).  
As for the distance of support installation, an explanation on how to take it into account in the used 
models follows. 
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7.2. METHODS FOR ESTIMATING DECONFINEMENT 
At the time support becomes active, the surrounding mass already has started converging (introduced 
in previous chapters), and so for correct dimensioning it’s important to consider this effect. 
In 2 dimensional models, this effect can be considered by: reducing an internal radial pressure (as a 
function of λ) or softening the material before excavation (as a function of β). 
 
7.2.1. λ METHOD 
To obtain λ, first requires estimating the radial displacement at a distance d from the advancing face 
(through a longitudinal deformation profile); as a function of that displacement, the deconfinement is 
obtained in a curve “λ = f(radial displacement)” defined according to expression 7.1: 
 
0
,
,
)(
1)(
P
UP
U dridr −=λ   (7.1) 
 
A graphical representation of the curve “λ = f(radial displacement)” is given in Figure 7.3: 
 
 
Figure 7.3 –λ = f(radial displacement) 
 
After, remains the inclusion of λ in the model. 
When using convergence-confinement, this effect is automatically included (explained in Chapter 3; 
note – λ’s curve is the ground reaction curve represented in terms of increasing deconfinement). The 
same can’t be said when using FEM, as it requires crossing the information obtained in the 
axisymetric model (Ur,d) with the obtained in the plane strain model. 
So, when using FEM, the first relevant aspect to mention, already highlighted in the last chapter is that 
the plane strain model for λ estimation has to consider a circular section, otherwise with the real cross-
section the provided λ curves although with the same shape, would be based in displacement values 
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that differ depending on the selected cavity point. The determined curves for each case, using FEM are 
presented in appendix E. 
After λ’s value has been estimated, remains its consideration in the plane strain model with the real 
cross-section shape. In order to do so, expression 7.2 is used to determine the initial acting load in the 
support when it becomes active (Pd): 
 
( )λ−×= 10PPd   (7.2) 
 
For better understanding, Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 exemplify this method application for P0 = 9.45 MPa 
and λ = 0.6: 
 
 
Figure 7.4 –Pi = P0 
 
Figure 7.4 represents a cross-section ahead of the advancing face in a 2 dimensional equilibrium 
(sufficiently far from the advancing face – explained in Chapter 4). With the advance of the tunnel, the 
represented section equilibrium becomes a 3 dimensional equilibrium (because of the front influence 
zone) which remains until the face is far ahead the considered section. Being so, in the plane strain 
model, between the excavated material removal and the support activation, there has to be a step that 
takes into account the occurred convergence within that window of time and tunnel progression: 
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Figure 7.5 –Pi = Pd 
 
In Figure 7.5, the represented internal radial pressure is defined according to λ, or in other words, 
represents the initial acting load when the support becomes active (Pd). 
After this step, the internal radial pressure is removed and the support can be added to the model: 
 
 
Figure 7.6 –Pi = 0 MPa 
 
 
7.2.2. β METHOD 
The first aspect to mention regarding this method is that it’s only applicable when using FEM. 
The remaining principals (and considerations) are the same as for λ, although instead of using an 
internal load for permitting a defined amount of enclosure, a material with the same properties but 
reduced Young modulus is used (further information can be found in [25] and [40]), or in other words, 
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after removing the excavated material, instead of applying an internal radial pressure defined 
according λ, a new material defined according β is added. 
 
rm
drrm
dr E
UE
U
)()( ,
,
=β
  (7.3) 
 
In order to assess β’s value, two methods can be used: the first one consists in adjusting the inclusion’s 
Young modulus directly in the plain strain model, using as reference the estimated amount of 
enclosure before support installation; the second (and more commonly used) consists in first obtaining 
a curve β=f(radial displacement) and then based on the radial displacement before support installation 
define the inclusion’s Young modulus. An example of β=f(radial displacement) curve is given in 
Figure 7.7: 
 
 
Figure 7.7 –β = f(radial displacement) 
 
In this work, λ method was used for full advance models. As for more complex advance 
configurations (top heading and bench or multiple drifts) β method is preferred since it “automatically 
accommodates variations in the surrounding stress field (…) and progressive failure in the rock mass 
as the tunnel deforms”, [36]. 
 
7.3. MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND MODELLING 
This section will focus on primary support elements representation both in FEM and convergence-
confinement. 
 
7.3.1. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
Support representation in FEM requires the insertion of input parameters that characterize the 
pretended support type. In the last chapter, explanation on how to represent fully grouted rock bolts 
was already given in Chapter 6. So for the remaining types used in this work, a brief explanation 
follows. 
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7.3.1.1. End anchored rock bolts 
End anchored rock bolts effect as it was already explained, may be compared to the application of a 
force in that point, thus the bolt is considered to interact with the mass only by the end points and its 
failure controlled by tension. Being so, the needed input parameters are the diameter, Young modulus, 
tensile capacity and pre-tensioning (important to ensure the contact between bolt and surrounding 
mass; in this work was considered 20 to 40% of the bolt tensile capacity (Tmax)). 
 
 
Figure 7.8 – End anchored rock bolt input parameters 
 
Information on the considered end anchored bolts in this work can be found in [52]. 
Before proceeding to the next type, it should be mentioned that normally these bolts have no residual 
capacity, so in this work after yielding, the capacity is considered to equal 0. 
 
7.3.1.2. Shotcrete and steel ribs 
Shotcrete (with fibres/wire mesh) and “shotcrete (with fibres/wire mesh) + steel ribs”, are included in 
the model through the consideration of a liner: 
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Figure 7.9 – Liner input parameters 
 
As can be seen in Figure 7.9, the needed input parameters include the Poisson ratio, Young modulus 
and thickness; also decision has to be made upon the material behaviour, formulation, sliding gap, 
variation on the properties as a function of the stage and the inclusion of the material unit weight. 
In this work, concerning the formulation and the inclusion of the support unit weight, no modification 
was made to the default definition (reminder – although while pre-dimensioning the final support, self 
weight was included, for primary support, since its thickness is normally smaller, in deep conditions 
may be neglected). As for the variation of material properties, bearing in mind that shotcrete has 
rheological properties, it could have been used; instead to permit a direct result comparison with 
convergence-confinement results, the rheological properties were taken into account by limiting 
Young modulus value at 10 GPa (low value chosen based on the distance of support activation – 1 m, 
which corresponds to early age loading) and using compression limit according to EC2 resistance 
classes. 
Regarding thickness and Young modulus, they can only be imputed directly if the support considered 
is shotcrete; otherwise, for combined lining, the following expressions have to be used to assess the 
equivalent properties (other suggestion can be found in [36]): 
 
spacing
AEAEAE ssscsceqeq
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These expressions also permit to assess the stress distribution, being the bending moment and axial 
force assigned to each of the supports that compose the lining dependent on their stiffness. 
For the same reason, the stress verification is only made after (with aid of an excel spreadsheet), being 
the behaviour considered elastic in the model. 
Before a brief explanation on the stress verification, it’s relevant to mention that the sliding gap option 
permits to simulate that the installed support will only be active after a defined convergence has 
occurred (associated to support in squeezing conditions). 
Now, concerning the stress verification, independently of being combined lining or not, the following 
criterion is used: 
 Shotcrete – Bending combined with axial force according to EC2; 
 
scdscd f≤σ   (7.6) 
 
sctdsctd f≤σ   (7.7) 
 
where σscd stands for the maximum compression on shotcrete, σsctd the maximum traccion, fscd and fsctd 
the corresponding limits, all according to EC2. 
 Steel ribs – Von Mises yield criteria, cited in [53] and [54] (considering bending moment, 
axial force and the total shear force); 
 
ydsd f≤max,σ   (7.8) 
 
ydid f≤σ   (7.9) 
 
2
max,
2
max, sdsdid τσσ +=   (7.10) 
 
where σmax,sd stands for the maximum stress in steel rib, fyd the stress limit defined according to EC3, 
[55], σid the stress limit according to the Von Mises criteria and τmax,sd the maximum shear stress. 
Two final comments before proceeding to the next section: the first concerns the safety factor 
considered in the load which is also defined according to EC2, meaning that for permanent loads, a 
factor of 1.35 has to be applied; the second concerns the cross section considered in the plain strain 
model, which by affecting the stress distribution on the lining, makes it relevant to have a shape 
similar to the pretended in the project (information regarding the influence of cross section shape on 
the stress field can be found in [25]). 
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7.3.2. CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT 
This topic was already discussed in Chapter 3, so in order to permit a better understanding of the 
present chapter, only a brief explanation will be given. 
Inclusion of support elements in convergence-confinement is made through the consideration of a 
curve (support curve – SC), that reflects the support behaviour after activated. Saying this leads to the 
understanding that the curve is characteristic of the type of support considered (individual or 
combined), being the needed parameters to define it: the support stiffness (K) and limit pressure (Plim). 
As it was already said, the formulation of the method is based on simplified (but needed) assumptions 
concerning the section shape and stress field conditions. Following the same principle, these elements 
are included with the consideration that the behaviour is elastic until the yielding pressure and that 
after, the capacity remains constant (elastic-perfectly plastic law). Being so, the maximum radial 
displacement (ur,max) that the support can bear before the yielding point, is defined as: 
 
max,lim ruKP =×   (7.11) 
 
Also, taking into account those simplified assumptions (perfect symmetry under hydrostatic loading, 
therefore no bending moments; shotcrete and steel ribs are assumed to be closed rings, and end 
anchored bolts assumed to be installed fully around the cavity), the support capacity in reality will be 
lower and the final displacement larger than the one predicted. So, for this reason seems relevant to 
include shape factors that act on the rigidity and on the limit pressure as a function of the way the 
support is installed in the section. 
 
Table 7.1 – Shape factors [17] 
 Pfactor Kfactor Section type 
(convergence-confinement 
spreadsheet) 
 
3,6 1,6 1 
 
2,5 1,5 2 
 
1,9 1,4 3 
 
1 1 4 
 
1 1 4 
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Based on this shape factors, the support limit pressure is defined as: 
 
factorP
PP limlim '=   (7.12) 
Following the same principle, stiffness is obtained through expression 7.13: 
 
factorK
KK ='
  (7.13) 
 
And the maximum radial displacement by expression 7.14: 
 
max,lim '' ruKP =×   (7.14) 
 
If the pretended primary support is composed solely by shotcrete (with fibres/wire mesh), the needed 
input parameters in the spreadsheet are presented in Figure 7.10: 
 
 
Figure 7.10 –Shotcrete input parameters 
 
εcriterium represents an additional criterion that can be considered when the support type involves 
shotcrete, cited in [50]. This particular criterion, limits the shotcrete radial deformation as a function of 
the reinforcement element: 
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Table 7.2 – εcriterium 
Reinforcement
 
Criteria 
(% of R0) 
Fibres 0.7
 
Wire mesh 0.3 
 
When the primary support also involves steel ribs, the steel profile, strength class and ribs longitudinal 
spacing need to be defined: 
 
 
Figure 7.11 –Steel ribs input parameters 
 
Also when end anchored rock bolts are to be considered, the needed input parameters list increases: 
 
 
Figure 7.12 –End anchored rock bolts input parameters 
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Like it was explained in Chapter 3, to permit support combination, considerations have to be made 
regarding the equivalent stiffness, limit pressure and maximum radial displacement. In the excel 
spreadsheet, those considerations are made by selecting the type of combination pretended within a 
possible list: shotcrete + steel ribs; shotcrete + rock bolts; shotcrete + steel ribs + rock bolts. 
 
 
Figure 7.13 –Support combination 
 
Concerning safety assessment in convergence-confinement, it is made by means of a safety factor: 
 
mequilibriuP
PSF 'lim=
  (7.15) 
 
Plim’ determination was already explained. As for Pequilibrium, it’s determined through the intersection 
point of the ground reaction curve (GRC) with the support curve (SC): 
 
 
Figure 7.14 –SC vs. GRC 
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7.4. CALCULATION 
As an aid on the decision for the dimensioning starting point, the following criteria was considered: 
“Small diameter tunnels, typically less than 6 m span, are invariably driven by full face methods since 
stabilization of the face, if required, is relatively simple. At the other end of the spectrum, large 
underground caverns are almost always excavated in multiple stages from a top heading or from side 
drifts”, [36]. Being the current tunnel in the range where different ways of tunnel progression can be 
used, automatically defines “full face” advance as a starting point. 
In any case it is relevant to address a subject that hasn’t been mentioned and is vital for the 
understanding of the steps taken, being it the maximum allowance for displacements and the limits on 
material properties. Concerning the displacements limit, it was considered both in FEM and in 
convergence-confinement that a maximum value should equal 8 cm (reference value defined by Systra 
according to accumulated experience in similar projects; based on the comparison with this value, 
since the invert is initially considered to be unlined, modifications may occur). As for the limits on 
material properties, in this work it was considered that a maximum thickness of shotcrete should equal 
20 cm and the maximum strength class should be C25/30; the steel ribs maximum profile should be 
HE200 (A or B) and maximum strength class S355.  
 
7.4.1. FULL FACE 
In this section different combinations of support will be presented for G1 and G3, using both 
convergence-confinement and FEM. For G5, based on the intrinsic behaviour, seems more appropriate 
to define as starting point “top heading and bench” for the case at 50 m (which will be discussed in a 
later section) and for the case at 150 m the starting point will be preventive soil treatment. 
A summary table regarding deconfinement estimation before support installation (see also appendix E) 
and pre-interventions, to consider in the full face analyses, is presented next: 
 
Table 7.3 – Summary table full face advance 
 λ Pre-support Improvement Pre-confinement 
       
 FEM Chern et 
al. (1998) 
Vlachopoulos 
and Diederichs 
(2009) 
   
G3 
150 m 
0,7 0,47 0,56 - - - 
G1 
150 m 
0,51 0,35 0,46 - - - 
G3 
350 m 
0,73 0,61 0,66 - - 80 x FL30 
G1 
350 m 
0,51 0,35 0,46 - - - 
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The support properties considered for each case are presented in Table 7.4: 
 
Table 7.4 – Support properties 
 Shotcrete Steel ribs End anchored 
rock bolts 
fscd        
(MPa) 
fsctd       
(MPa) 
fyd   
(MPa) 
Tmax               
(kN) 
G1 
150 m 
 C20/25 
(tsc=5 cm) 
13,3 
C20/25 
(tsc=5 cm) 
1 
- - 
G1 
350 m 
 C20/25 
(tsc=5 cm) 
13,3 
C20/25 
(tsc=5 cm) 
1 
- - 
G3 
150 m 
(1) C20/25   
(tsc=20 cm) 
13,3 
C20/25      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1 
- - 
(2) C20/25   
(tsc=20 cm) 
13,3 
C20/25      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1 
HE160B 
(S235)   
(s=1 m) 
235 
- 
(3) C20/25   
(tsc=20 cm) 
13,3 
C20/25      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1 
- Dywidag 
(D=20,1 mm) 
(l=3 m) 
154,3 
G3 
350 m 
(1) C25/30   
(tsc=20 cm) 
13,3 
C25/30      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1 
HE200B 
(S235)   
(s=1 m) 
235 
- 
(2) C25/30   
(tsc=20 cm) 
16,7 
C25/30      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1,2 
HE200B 
(S355)   
(s=1 m) 
355 
Dywidag 
(D=20,1 mm) 
(l=4 m) 
154,3 
 
And the obtained results for both FEM and convergence-confinement are presented in Table 7.5 (see 
also appendix E): 
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Table 7.5 – Results 
  FEM Convergence-confinement 
    
     
Chern et al. (1998) Vlachopoulos and 
Diederichs (2009) 
  σscd 
(MPa) 
σsctd 
(MPa) 
σmax,sd 
(MPa) 
τmax,sd 
(MPa) 
σid 
(MPa) 
T   
(kN) 
Ur,max 
(mm) 
Safety 
Factor 
Ur,max     
(mm) 
Safety 
Factor 
Ur,max        
(mm) 
G1 
150 m 
 0,95 0 - - - - 0,67 
(invert) 
8,25 0,5 9,96 0,5 
G1 
350 m 
 2,22 0 - - - - 1,56 
(invert) 
3,5 1,2 4,3 1,2 
G3 
150 m 
(1) 11,88 0 - - - - 16 
(invert) 
No - No - 
(2) 9,57 0 186,5 38 193,7 - 16 
(invert) 
No - No - 
(3) 10,3 0 - - - 93 15,9 
(invert) 
No - No - 
G3 
350 m 
(1) 22,14 0 442,7 62,1 495,4 - 48 
(invert) 
No - No - 
(2) 20,3 0 406,4 166,8 456,7 147,5 47 
(invert) 
No - No - 
 
As can be seen, for G1 even considering that the primary support will be composed solely of 5 cm 
shotcrete proves to be more than enough to guarantee safety, or in other words, G1 cases concerning 
failure by overstress, present minimum support need in both dimensioning methods. 
For G3 at 150 m, three analyses were made: in the first, even though according to FEM the results 
were within the established limits, it seemed relevant to try a combination of shotcrete + steel ribs and 
do another comparison before drawing any conclusions; so performing the second analyses, 
highlighted that maybe the problem would lie on the lack of calibration on the shape factors, thus 
justifying the difference between the results obtained with FEM and the ones obtained with 
convergence-confinement.  
Nevertheless, another analysis was made, this time with shotcrete and end anchored rock bolts 
(mechanically anchored). Once more the results were within the limits for FEM and unsatisfactory 
with convergence-confinement, becoming this way confirmed that the shape factors do indeed need 
calibration. Also, focusing only in FEM results and using the 1st dimensioning as a base of 
comparison, it can be seen that combining shotcrete with steel ribs is effective on stress control but 
doesn’t modify the maximum displacement; on the other hand, if instead of steel ribs end anchored 
rock bolts are used, the stresses also modify (although the decrease isn’t so significant compared to the 
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combined use of shotcrete and steel ribs) and the displacements decrease, highlighting once more the 
improvement effect associated to radial bolting. 
For G3 at 350 m, both methods provide the same prediction and even though the main concern seems 
to be the stress-strength relation, the invert displacement also needs attention. Before considering a 
different approach, another full face analyses was made, this time combining shotcrete with both steel 
ribs and rock bolts. But as can be seen in Table 7.5, even with this combination the lining stresses 
continue higher than the strength. 
Although it has to be mentioned that the maximum displacement decreased (confirming the tendency 
highlighted in G3 at 150 m). 
Reaching the limit established for the material properties, leads to the decision of considering a 
different approach. 
 
7.4.2. TOP HEADING AND BENCH 
7.4.2.1. Introduction 
Having completed the last section of the present work, 3 cases remain: G5 at 50 m; G5 at 150 m; G3 
at 350 m. 
G5 at 50 m will be analyzed considering the inclusion of pre-support and pre-confinement (presented 
in Chapter 6). After doing that, based on the results obtained, the starting point for G5 at 150 m may 
be redefined. 
Regarding G3 at 350 m, the previous analyses revealed that the major concern would be the stress-
strength relation, so for pre-interventions, once more only pre-confinement will be used (reminder – as 
mentioned in Chapter 6, when referring to pre-confinement it may be done by means of fiberglass 
dowel type and spacing, so in this section it was assumed that although the advance differed from full 
face, the pre-confinement spacing and fiberglass dowel would be same). 
As for the way assumed of tunnel advance, it can be said that alternative ways of driving the tunnel 
prove to be very successful in displacement control. On the other hand, in rock mass, stresses are 
relatively independent of tunnel size, [26], so it’s expected satisfactory results for G5 but no 
significant improvement for G3. 
Another aspect to take into account upon deciding on an alternative to full face advance is that the 
primary support dimensioning will have to be dimensioned for every stage of advance. In other words, 
the stage corresponding to the highest acting stresses will be the one used for support assessment. 
Before proceeding, it is reminded that in order to use convergence-confinement the tunnel has to be 
driven full-face. So, in the following sections only FEM was used and even though what was said for 
convergence-confinement is also valid for the axisymetric models, their results were only used for 
deconfinement estimation. 
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7.4.2.2. Model 
Concerning the model, the first aspect to mention is that the deconfinement was taken into account 
using β method. 
Being so, after removing the top, instead of applying an internal radial pressure defined according to λ, 
a new material defined according β is added: 
 
 
Figure 7.15 –Stage 1 
 
 
Figure 7.16 –Stage 2 
 
The following step consists in removing that material, primary support installation and simultaneously 
adding the same material to the bench: 
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Figure 7.17 –Stage 3 
 
Finally the bench is removed and the remaining support installed: 
 
 
Figure 7.18 –Stage 4 
 
Like it was said in 7.2.2., in order to assess β’s value, two methods can be used. 
The first method which consists in adjusting the inclusion’s Young modulus directly in the plain strain 
model (using as reference the estimated amount of enclosure before support installation) was used in 
G3 at 350 m, arriving at a value of 0.22 for β. 
The second method consists in β estimation through a previously defined curve β=f(radial 
displacement). This method was used for G5 at 50 m, arriving at a value of 0.93 for β; the curve 
β=f(radial displacement) is presented in appendix E. 
Before proceeding it’s relevant to mention that for G3 at 350 m, the full face advance model was also 
used in this section, but with β method in order to permit a direct result comparison. 
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7.4.2.3. Results 
Table 7.6 summarizes the support properties considered for each analysis in this section: 
 
Table 7.6 – Support properties 
 Shotcrete Steel ribs End anchored 
rock bolts 
Invert 
 fscd        
(MPa) 
fsctd       
(MPa) 
fyd   
(MPa) 
Tmax               
(kN) 
 
G3 
350 m 
C25/30   
(tsc=20 cm) 
16,7 
C25/30      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1,2 
HE200B 
(S355)   
(s=1 m) 
355 
Dywidag 
(D=20,1 mm) 
(l=4 m) 
154,3 
- 
G5 
50 m 
C25/30   
(tsc=20 cm) 
16,7 
C25/30      
(tsc=20 cm) 
1,2 
HE200B 
(S355)   
(s=1 m) 
355 
- Temporary 
and 
permanent 
with 30 cm of 
C25/30 
shotcrete 
 
The obtained results are presented in Table 7.7 (see also appendix E): 
 
Table 7.7 – Results 
  FEM 
    
     
  σscd 
(MPa) 
σsctd 
(MPa) 
σmax,sd 
(MPa) 
τmax,sd 
(MPa) 
σid 
(MPa) 
T   
(kN) 
Ur,max 
(mm) 
G3 
350 m 
Full face 29,1 0 581,5 317,7 674 Yield 48 
(invert) 
Top 
heading 
and bench 
28,7 0 574,1 97,6 574,5 Yield 46 
(invert) 
G5 
50 m 
 - - - - - - >>> 
 
For G3, as expected the stresses are still higher than the support material strength. 
Being so, preventive soil treatment seems inevitable. Although it has to be reminded that the existing 
pre-confinement elements are not only stabilizing the face but also acting on the deconfinement, which 
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has impact on the primary support stresses (mentioned in Chapter 6 – equilibrium between face and 
cavity stabilization is the key to a responsible dimensioning). 
For G5 at 50 m, it can be said that like predicted the main concern lies in displacement control, 
because even though this approach has high effectiveness on displacement reduction, the maximum 
value is still above the established limit. 
Also, even though the stresses haven’t been distributed to the different support components (because 
of the high displacements obtained, decision was made to not perform this part of the dimensioning 
work), focusing on the diagrams presented in appendix E permits to see that high stresses were 
obtained both for the invert (temporary and permanent) and sidewall connection with the invert, 
indicating that special attention should be given to upward acting load (justifying the inclusion of 
lining in the invert). Bearing in mind that according to the behaviour estimation G5 exhibited extreme 
squeezing, the results fall down the expected range, since it is normal in those conditions the use of a 
concrete footing in the connection point of the sidewall with the invert and invert with thickness 
higher than the one considered.  
With this said, before deciding upon consider preventive soil treatment also for G5 at 50 m (with the 
aim of lowering the displacements), one last approach regarding tunnel progression was considered. 
 
7.4.3. MULTIPLE DRIFTS 
The model (presented in appendix E) is now composed by 9 stages, but the considerations made for 
“top heading and bench” are still valid, being only mentionable that shotcrete lining was installed in 
every drift with a thickness of 30 cm, making this way possible the aid of a central pillar. 
The obtained results once more revealed high dependency of displacement control on the way the 
tunnel is driven, being relevant to mention that until the central pillar’s removal, the maximum 
displacement though still higher than the established limit decreased significantly compared to the 
previous results. 
After removing the pillar, they suffer a high increase, highlighting again the upward acting load 
influence on this case. 
Being so, bearing in mind the simplifications involved in this model conception, it’s still valid to say 
that face advance similar to the one represented might be sufficient to maintain the maximum 
displacement under the established limit without needing preventive soil treatment if measures to 
control the upward acting load on the invert take place (bolting). 
Having established support interventions for every case concludes the section objectives, thus 
permitting to proceed to the final chapter. 
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8 
FINAL RESULTS COMPARISON AND 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
Upon completion of this work, becomes possible to suggest a standardized approach for preliminary 
estimates on rock tunneling in deep conditions, reminding that a general guideline was followed 
(Chapter 1) and that the suggestions made in this chapter correspond to steps (1), (2) and (3) of the 
mentioned guideline: 
 
 
Figure 8.1 – General guideline steps 
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Since every step was developed in the previous chapters, a summary table seems more appropriate at 
this stage. 
Before presenting the table, it’s reminded that until further studies, step (3) is only applicable for 
overstress failure conditions. 
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Figure 8.2 – Proposed guideline 
 
Like it was said in Chapter 1, before concluding the present work it’s relevant a comparison between 
previous guidelines and the suggested. In order to do so, being the guidelines used in the following 
comparison based on Q and RMR, expressions 8.1 and 8.2, [11], have to be used for input parameter 
determination: 
 
10/)32( −
=
GSIeQ
  (8.1) 
 
5+= GSIRMR
  (8.2) 
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It’s fair to say that using these correlations requires special attention to the obtained result (subject 
developed in Chapter 4), but once again, only a range of values is pretended. With this said, for the 
present study case, the following input parameters were obtained: 
 
Table 8.1 – GSI, RMR and Q correlation 
 GSI
 
RMR
 
Q 
G1 80 I A 
(Extremely 
good) 
G3 42,5 III D 
G5 15 V E 
 
Thus the proposed primary lining components (and tunnel advance) correspond to: 
 
Table 8.2 – Guideline comparison 
 Suggested
 
RMR
 
Q (for De = 10,6) 
G1 
150 m 
Full face advance 
Shotcrete / unsupported 
Full face advance 
Spot bolting 
- 
Unsupported 
G1 
350 m 
Full face advance 
Shotcrete / unsupported 
Full face advance 
Spot bolting 
- 
Unsupported 
G3 
150 m 
Full face advance 
Shotcrete / Shotcrete + 
steel ribs / Shotcrete + 
systematic bolting 
Top heading and 
bench 
Systematic bolting + 
shotcrete 
- 
Shotcrete + bolting 
G3 
350 m 
Full face advance 
Shotcrete / Shotcrete + 
steel ribs / Shotcrete + 
systematic bolting /  
Shotcrete + systematic 
bolting + steel ribs 
Top heading and 
bench 
Systematic bolting + 
shotcrete 
- 
Shotcrete + bolting 
G5 
50 m 
Multiple drifts 
Shotcrete / Shotcrete + 
steel ribs / Shotcrete + 
systematic bolting /  
Shotcrete + systematic 
bolting + steel ribs + 
temporary invert 
Multiple drifts 
Systematic bolting + 
shotcrete + steel ribs 
+ close invert (bolt 
invert) 
- 
Shotcrete + bolting + steel ribs 
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G5 
150 m 
Multiple drifts 
Shotcrete / Shotcrete + 
steel ribs / Shotcrete + 
systematic bolting /  
Shotcrete + systematic 
bolting + steel ribs + 
temporary invert 
Multiple drifts 
Systematic bolting + 
shotcrete + steel ribs 
+ close invert (bolt 
invert) 
- 
Shotcrete + bolting + steel ribs 
 
The first relevant comment should be that Q and RMR regarding G1 focus on the potential failure due 
to block falling, which in the suggested guideline isn’t included. 
Next, focusing on primary support suggestions, a close relation can be seen, although it should be 
highlighted the higher overburden influence on the suggestions made by the presented guideline. 
Being a subject in the previous chapters became clear that varying this factor influences the need of 
support intervention. 
As last comment, it can be said that the proposed guideline provides valid suggestions (including in 
pre-intervention) thus the main objective of validating the correspondence between behaviour 
categories and technical classes was achieved. 
Nevertheless, bearing in mind that structurally controlled failure (falling of blocks) wasn’t a subject in 
this work, further studies for a fully complete guideline are still needed. 
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A 
CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT 
EXCEL SPREADSHEET 
 
 
The presented spreadsheet permits to assess face and cavity behaviour obtaining the needed 
parameters through convergence-confinement method. As an introduction on how to use it, a tutorial 
follows. 
 
A.1. SECTIONS 
To permit a “user friendly” interface, the spreadsheet was divided in 6 sections: 
 Input-Output; 
 Ground reaction curve (GRC); 
 Longitudinal deformation profile; 
 Pre-support, improvement and pre-confinement; 
 Support curve (SC); 
 Auxiliar tables; 
 
A.2. FORMULATION 
Although not presented in this document, an indication on where to find the used formulation follows: 
  GRC – “Elasto-plastic solution of tunnel problems using the generalized form of the 
Hoek-Brown failure criterion”, Carranza – Torres, C. (2004); 
 Longitudinal deformation profile – “Integration of geotechnical and structural design in 
tunneling” The 2008 Kersten Lecture, Hoek, E.; Carranza-Torres, C.; Diederichs, M.S. 
and Corkum, B.; 
 Pre-support – “Numerical modeling for shallow tunnels in weak rock” Hoek, E. (2004); 
 Improvement and pre-confinement – “Quantification of the effective Coulomb and the 
Hoek-Brown parameters of the pre-reinforced rock mass” Geomechanics 93, Mahtab, A.; 
Xu, S. and Grasso, P.; 
 Support curve – “Underground Excavations in Rock” Hoek, E.; Brown, T.; Spon Press, 
1990; 
 Behaviour classification – “A simplified rational approach for the preliminary 
assessment of the excavation behavior in rock tunneling” Russo, G. (2008); 
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A.3. TUTORIAL 
As a starting point, since the spreadsheet uses excel solver, the following steps have to be followed: 
 Office 2007 
               
 
 
 Click “Excel Options” 
 Click “Add-ins” 
 Click “Manage Box” and select “Excel Add-Ins” 
 Click “Go” 
 In the Add-ins box, select “Solver Add-In” (If it says that is not installed, 
click on the install option) 
 After, the Solver button becomes available in the “Analysis group” 
presented in the data tab 
 
 Office 2010 
 Click “File” 
 Click “Options” 
 Click “Add-ins” 
 Click “Manage Box” and select “Excel Add-Ins” 
 Click “Go” 
 In the Add-ins box, select “Solver Add-In” (If it says that is not installed, 
click on the install option) 
 After, the Solver button becomes available in the “Analysis group” 
presented in the data tab 
So, after this, the input parameters can be added. As an example the following parameters will be 
used: 
 GSI – 43 
 mi - 13 
 D – 0 
 σci – 30MPa 
 Area – 84,5 m2 
 Overburden – 150m 
 distance of support installation – 1 m (behind the advancing face) 
 
 
Step 1 – Project details 
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Step 2 – Input parameters (The needed input parameters are displayed in red; on the other hand, the 
output is displayed in blue, and the intermediate steps are displayed in black). 
 
 
 
Regarding the type of section, 2 options can be used: Circular or approximately circular. In this 
example, since the available information is the cross-section area, approximately circular was selected. 
 
 
 
K0’s value can be defined to equal 1 or not. If the second option is selected, P0 is defined as an 
equivalent pressure (presented later). 
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The formulation used also permits consideration of groundwater presence (although in this example 
wasn’t considered). 
 
 
 
After adding the unit weight, for K0 equal 1, the initial pressure is calculated. If a different value is 
attributed to K0 the following step has to be taken. 
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d, GSI, D, mi and σci are added next. Regarding Ei, 2 available options exist: “Manual input” and 
“Deere 1968”. If the second is chosen, the needed MR parameter can be assessed by a suggestion 
found in the “auxiliar tables” 
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After, the plastic behaviour is defined. In this example was considered perfectly plastic. 
  
 
 
Remains the definition of ν and ψ (dilatancy). In this example was assumed 0,3 for ν and no dilatancy. 
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So, arriving this part, all the input parameters are defined, permitting to pass to step 3. 
 
 
 
 
Step 3 – Ground reaction curve 
 
 
 
After following the instructions presented in blue, clicking in GRC generates a ground reaction curve 
according to the input parameters. If information regarding the amount of displacement correspondent 
to elastic behaviour and critical pressure is required, select “Yes” in “Additional Information”. 
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Step 4 – Longitudinal deformation profile 
 
 
 
2 options exist. Depending on the selected option, U0, Ur,d and λ=f(Ur,d) are calculated and displayed 
on the “Input-Output” section. 
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Step 5 – Behavioural category 
 
After obtaining the intrinsic behaviour, the classification becomes possible. The “GD-class” is 
automatically displayed on “Input-Output” section, although a more detailed behaviour description is 
displayed in “Auxiliar tables”. 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 6 – Improvement 
 
If improvement is pretended (fully grouted dowels or swellex dowels), the following instructions 
should be followed. 
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After defining the needed parameters (suggested dowels specifications can be seen in “Auxiliar tables” 
section), the note displayed for GRC (if previous results exist in the spreadsheet, before clicking 
“Improve”, click “Reset” followed by delete on the keyboard) still applies. 
  
 
 
Once more, if “Additional Information” is required, it can be displayed by selecting “Yes”. 
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After the improvement has been defined, a comparison between the intrinsic behaviour and the 
improved behaviour becomes possible in the “Input-Output” section. 
 
Step 7 – Pre-confinement 
 
If pre-confinement is pretended (grouted fiberglass bolts in tunnel face), the following instructions 
should be followed. 
 
 
 
 
 
After defining the needed parameters (suggested dowels specifications can be seen in “Auxiliar tables” 
section), the results are obtained based on a graphical method. Although the spreadsheet determines 
automatically the results, an explanation on how it’s done is presented next, followed by a display of 
the obtained results for this example. 
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Again, results comparison between pre-confined behaviour and intrinsic behaviour becomes possible, 
and so it’s displayed on “Input-Output” section. 
 
 
 
 
Step 8 – Pre-support 
 
If pre-support is pretended (umbrella arch of steel pipes), the following instructions should be 
followed. 
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The displayed modified parameters σ’ci and E’rm are to be used in an axisymetric model, in order to 
simulate the pre-supported behaviour (the grey material corresponds to the umbrella arch). 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the last note, stress verification has to be made. To prevent repeating the axisymetric 
model (if the verification KO’s), the stresses can be verified in a prior step (pre-dimensioning), as an 
aid on steel profile decision.  
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The only needed input parameter is the length considered inside the unexcavated rock (ahead of tunnel 
face), since the profile was already defined in the last window. With the aid of structural calculation 
software, the displayed 2D model is used to obtain the maximum bending moment in the steel pipe, 
thus permitting to verify the stress-strength relation. 
 
 
 
Upon completion of the last steps, the obtained radial displacements (in the tunnel face and at a 
distance d) in the axisymetric model are added to the spreadsheet and a comparison with the intrinsic 
behaviour is displayed in the “Input-Output” section. 
 
 
 
 
Step 9 – Pre-intervention combination 
 
Explaining the needed steps to combine interventions would consist on repeating the last steps 
explanation, thus only the initial consideration to simulate inclusion of combined interventions will be 
displayed. 
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Step 10 – Support curve 
 
Before proceeding to the “SC” section, in the “Input-Output”, attention has to be given to the 
following: 
 
 
 
After, the support parameter definition may proceed. 
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In this example, a combination of shotcrete and steel ribs was chosen. 
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Depending on the selected support components, a red arrow appears to highlight the needed 
parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After all has been defined, is possible to view the information used by the spreadsheet to obtain the 
selected support curve: 
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If simulation of the combined components is pretended, the following step has to be taken: 
 
 
 
 
 
And finally the supported behaviour can be assessed: 
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Unfortunately, the decision made in this example didn’t produce a positive result, nevertheless, 
reminding that Ur,d value depends on the formulation used for the longitudinal deformation profile, it 
is possible to see if a different result would be obtained using other formulation: 
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Even with a different Ur,d estimation the results remain the same. 
To finalize this tutorial, remains the indication that in case of satisfactory results an output including 
intrinsic behaviour, “GD-class”, pre-intervention used (if used), support components and respective 
safety factor can be obtained in “Input-Output” section. 
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B 
 
 
B.1. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
B.1.1. AXYSSIMETRIC ANALYSIS 
 
 
Figure B.1 – Radial displacement – G5, 50 m 
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Figure B.2 – Plastic zone extent – G5, 50 m 
 
 
Figure B.3 – Radial displacement – G5, 150 m 
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Figure B.4 – Plastic zone extent – G5, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.5 – Radial displacement – G3, 150 m 
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Figure B.6 – Plastic zone extent – G3, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.7 – Radial displacement – G1, 150 m 
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Figure B.8 – Plastic zone extent – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.9 – Radial displacement – G3, 350 m 
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Figure B.10 – Plastic zone extent – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure B.11 – Radial displacement – G1, 350 m 
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Figure B.12 – Plastic zone extent – G1, 350 m 
 
 
B.1.2. PLANE STRAIN ANALYSIS 
 
 
Figure B.13 – Total/Radial displacement – G5, 50 m 
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Figure B.14 – Plastic zone extent – G5, 50 m 
 
 
Figure B.15 – Total/Radial displacement – G3, 150 m 
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Figure B.16 – Plastic zone extent – G3, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.17 – Total/Radial displacement – G1, 150 m 
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Figure B.18 – Plastic zone extent – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.19 – Total/Radial displacement – G3, 350 m 
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Figure B.20 – Plastic zone extent – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure B.21 – Total/Radial displacement – G1, 350 m 
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Figure B.22 – Plastic zone extent – G1, 350 m 
 
 
B.2. CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT 
 
 
Figure B.23 – Ground reaction curve - G5, 50 m 
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Figure B.24 – Ground reaction curve - G5, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.25 – Ground reaction curve – G3, 150 m 
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Figure B.26 – Ground reaction curve – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.27 – Ground reaction curve – G3, 350 m 
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Figure B.28 – Ground reaction curve – G1, 350 m 
 
 
B.3. SENSITIVE ANALYSIS 
B.3.1. CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT 
 
 
Figure B.29 – Ground reaction curve – G5, 50 m (D=0,2) 
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Figure B.30 – Ground reaction curve – G5, 50 m (Duncan Fama solution) 
 
  
Figure B.31 – Ground reaction curve – G5, 50 m (Duncan Fama solution and Erm = f(D,GSI)) 
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Figure B.32 – Ground reaction curve – G5, 50 m (Duncan Fama solution and D=0,4) 
 
 
B.3.2. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
B.3.2.1. Axissymetric analysis 
 
 
Figure B.33 – Radial displacement – G5, 50 m (D=0,2) 
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Figure B.34 – Plastic zone extent – G5, 50 m (D=0,2) 
 
 
B.3.2.2. Plane strain analysis 
 
 
Figure B.35 – Total/Radial displacement – G5, 50 m (D=0,2) 
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Figure B.36 – Plastic zone extent – G5, 50 m (D=0,2) 
 
 
B.4. FACE STABILITY 
 
 
Figure B.37 – Longitudinal displacement – G5, 50 m 
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Figure B.38 – Longitudinal displacement – G5, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.39 – Longitudinal displacement – G3, 150 m 
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Figure B.40 – Longitudinal displacement – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure B.41 – Longitudinal displacement – G3, 350 m 
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Figure B.42 – Longitudinal displacement – G1, 350 m 
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C 
 
 
C.1. SENSITIVE ANALYSIS 
 
 
Figure C.1 – Reaction modulus influence in bending moment 
 
 
Figure C.2 – Reaction modulus influence in axial stress 
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C.2. AXIAL FORCE AND BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAMS 
 
 
Figure C.3 – Axial force, G5 – 50 m – Undrained (Rock mass approach) 
 
 
Figure C.4 – Bending moment, G5 – 50 m – Undrained (Rock mass approach) 
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Figure C.5 – Axial force, G3 – 150 m – Drained (Rock mass approach) 
 
 
Figure C.6 – Bending moment, G3 – 150 m – Drained (Rock mass approach) 
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Figure C.7 – Axial force, G3 – 350 m – Drained (Rock mass approach) 
 
 
Figure C.8 – Bending moment, G3 – 350 m – Drained (Rock mass approach) 
 
 
Figure C.9 – Axial force, G1 – 150 m / 350 m – Drained (Rock mass approach) 
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Figure C.10 – Bending moment, G1 – 150 m / 350 m – Drained (Rock mass approach) 
 
 
C.3. CONVERGENCE-CONFINEMENT VS. FEM 
C.3.1. GRC 
 
 
Figure C.11 – GRC – G1, 150 m 
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Figure C.12 – GRC – G1, 350 m 
 
 
Figure C.13 – GRC – G3, 150 m 
 
 
Figure C.14 – GRC – G3, 350 m 
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Figure C.15 – GRC – G5, 50 m 
 
 
C.3.2. LONGITUDINAL DEFORMATION PROFILE 
 
 
Figure C.16 – Longitudinal deformation profile – G1, 150 m 
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Figure C.17 – Longitudinal deformation profile – G1, 350 m 
 
 
Figure C.18 – Longitudinal deformation profile – G3, 150 m 
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Figure C.19 – Longitudinal deformation profile – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure C.20 – Longitudinal deformation profile – G5, 50 m 
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D 
 
 
D.1. PRE-SUPPORT 
 
 
Figure D.1 – Plastic radius comparison (“supported” vs “supported + pre-support”) – G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.2 – Plastic radius comparison (“supported” vs “supported + pre-support”) – G5, 50 m 
 
 
Figure D.3 – Radial displacement comparison (“supported” vs “supported + pre-support”) – G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.4 – Radial displacement comparison (“supported” vs “supported + pre-support”) – G5, 50 m 
 
 
Figure D.5 – Longitudinal displacement comparison (“supported” vs “supported + pre-support”) – G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.6 – Longitudinal displacement comparison (“supported” vs “supported + pre-support”) – G5, 50 m 
 
 
D.2. IMPROVEMENT 
 
 
Figure D.7 – Radial displacement without radial bolting - G3, 150 m 
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Figure D.8 – Radial displacement with radial bolting - G3, 150 m 
 
 
Figure D.9 – Radial displacement without radial bolting - G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.10 – Radial displacement with radial bolting - G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure D.11 – Plastic radius without radial bolting - G3, 150 m 
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Figure D.12 – Plastic radius with radial bolting - G3, 150 m 
 
 
Figure D.13 – Plastic radius without radial bolting - G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.14 – Plastic radius with radial bolting - G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure D.15 – Stress comparison - G3, 150 m 
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Figure D.16 – Stress comparison - G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure D.17 – Bolt axial force - G3, 150 m 
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Figure D.18 – Bolt axial force - G3, 350 m 
 
 
D.3. PRE-CONFINEMENT 
 
 
Figure D.19 – Longitudinal displacement comparison - G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.20 – Radial displacement comparison - G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure D.21 – Plastic radius comparison - G3, 350 m 
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Figure D.22 – Longitudinal displacement comparison (“supported” vs. “supported + pre-support + pre-
confinement) – G5, 50 m 
 
 
Figure D.23 – Radial displacement comparison (“supported” vs. “supported + pre-support + pre-confinement) – 
G5, 50 m 
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Figure D.24 – Plastic radius comparison (“supported” vs. “supported + pre-support + pre-confinement) – G5, 50 m 
 
 
Figure D.25 – Longitudinal deformation profile comparison – G5, 50 m (1) 
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Figure D.26 – Longitudinal deformation profile comparison – G5, 50 m (2) 
 
 
Figure D.27 – Face stability comparison – G5, 50 m (1) 
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Figure D.28 – Face stability comparison – G5, 50 m (2) 
 
Table D.1 – Results comparison 
  FEM Chern et al. (1998) Vlachopoulos and 
Diederichs (2009) 
Pfront 
(MPa) 
Fiberglass 
dowel 
U0 
(mm) 
Ur,d 
(mm) 
λ U0 
(mm) 
Ur,d 
(mm) 
λ U0 
(mm) 
Ur,d 
(mm) 
λ 
- - 758 1008 0,82 1601 1845 0,84 123 206 0,52 
0,7  Durglass 
FL30 
(70x) 
14,4 20,1 0,1 12,2 15,7 0,06 12,2 15,7 0,06 
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E 
 
 
E.1. “DECONFINEMENT VS. RADIAL DISPLACEMENT” 
E.1.1. λ 
 
Figure E.1 – λ = f(Ur,d) – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure E.2 – λ = f(Ur,d) – G1, 350 m 
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Figure E.3 – λ = f(Ur,d) – G3, 150 m 
 
 
Figure E.4 – λ = f(Ur,d) – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure E.5 – λ = f(Ur,d) – G5, 50 m 
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E.1.2. β 
 
 
Figure E.6 – β= f(Ur,d) – G5, 50 m 
 
 
E.2. FULL FACE RESULTS 
E.2.1. G1, 150 M 
 
 
Figure E.7 – Plastic radius – G1, 150 m 
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Figure E.8 – Radial displacement – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure E.9 – Axial force – G1, 150 m 
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Figure E.10 – Bending moment – G1, 150 m 
 
 
Figure E.11 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G1, 150 m 
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Figure E.12 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G1, 150 m 
 
 
E.2.2. G1, 350 M 
 
 
Figure E.13 – Plastic radius – G1, 350 m 
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Figure E.14 – Radial displacement – G1, 350 m 
 
 
Figure E.15 – Axial force – G1, 350 m 
 
 
Figure E.16 – Bending moment – G1, 350 m 
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Figure E.17 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G1, 350 m 
 
 
Figure E.18 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G1, 350 m 
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E.2.3. G3, 150 M 
E.2.3.1. Shotcrete 
 
 
Figure E.19 – Plastic radius – G3, 150 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.20 – Radial displacement – G3, 150 m (1) 
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Figure E.21 – Axial force – G3, 150 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.22 – Bending moment – G3, 150 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.23 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G3, 150 m (1) 
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Figure E.24 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G3, 150 m (1) 
 
 
E.2.3.2. Shotcrete + steel ribs 
 
 
Figure E.25 – Plastic radius – G3, 150 m (2) 
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Figure E.26 – Radial displacement – G3, 150 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.27 – Axial force – G3, 150 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.28 – Bending moment – G3, 150 m (2) 
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Figure E.29 – Shear force – G3, 150 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.30 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G3, 150 m (2) 
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Figure E.31 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G3, 150 m (2) 
 
 
E.2.3.3. Shotcrete + end anchored rock bolts 
 
 
Figure E.32 – Plastic radius – G3, 150 m (3) 
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Figure E.33 – Radial displacement – G3, 150 m (3) 
 
 
Figure E.34 – Axial force – G3, 150 m (3) 
 
 
Figure E.35 – Bending moment – G3, 150 m (3) 
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Figure E.36 – Bolts axial force – G3, 150 m (3) 
 
 
Figure E.37 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G3, 150 m (3) 
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Figure E.38 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G3, 150m (3) 
 
 
E.2.4. G3, 350 M 
E.2.4.1. Shotcrete + steel ribs 
 
 
Figure E.39 – Plastic radius – G3, 350 m (1) 
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Figure E.40 – Radial displacement – G3, 350 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.41 – Axial force – G3, 350 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.42 – Bending moment – G3, 350 m (1) 
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Figure E.43 – Shear force – G3, 350 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.44 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G3, 350 m (1) 
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Figure E.45 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G3, 350 m (1) 
 
E.2.4.2. Shotcrete + steel ribs + end anchored rock bolts 
 
 
Figure E.46 – Plastic radius – G3, 350 m (2) 
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Figure E.47 – Radial displacement – G3, 350 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.48 – Axial force – G3, 350 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.49 – Bending moment – G3, 350 m (2) 
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Figure E.50 – Shear force – G3, 350 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.51 – Bolts axial force – G3, 350 m (2) 
 
 
Figure E.52 – Safety factor, Chern et al. (1998) – G3, 350 m (2) 
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Figure E.53 – Safety factor, Vlachopoulos and Diederichs (2009) – G3, 350 m (2) 
 
 
E.3. TOP HEADING AND BENCH RESULTS 
E.3.1. G3, 350 M 
 
 
Figure E.54 – Plastic radius comparison (full face vs. top heading and bench) – G3, 350 m 
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Figure E.55 – Radial displacement comparison (full face vs. top heading and bench) – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure E.56 – Axial force comparison (full face vs. top heading and bench) – G3, 350 m 
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Figure E.57 – Bending moment comparison (full face vs. top heading and bench) – G3, 350 m 
 
 
Figure E.58 – Shear force comparison (full face vs. top heading and bench) – G3, 350 m 
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Figure E.59 – Bolts axial force comparison (full face vs. top heading and bench) – G3, 350 m 
 
 
E.3.2. G5, 50 M 
 
 
Figure E.60 – Plastic radius – G5, 50 m 
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Figure E.61 – Radial displacement – G5, 50 m (1) 
 
 
Figure E.62 – Radial displacement – G5, 50 m (2) 
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Figure E.63 – Axial force – G5, 50 m 
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Figure E.64 – Bending moment – G5, 50 m 
 
 
E.4. MULTIPLE DRIFTS 
E.4.2. MODEL 
 
 
Figure E.65 –Stage 1 
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Figure E.66 –Stage 2 
 
 
Figure E.67 –Stage 3 
 
 
Figure E.68 –Stage 4 
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Figure E.69 –Stage 5 
 
 
Figure E.70 –Stage 6 
 
 
Figure E.70 –Stage 7 
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Figure E.71 –Stage 8 
 
 
Figure E.72 –Stage 9 
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E.4.1. RESULTS 
 
 
Figure E.73 – Plastic radius – G5, 50 m 
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Figure E.74 – Radial displacement – G5, 50 m 
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Figure E.75 – Axial force – G5, 50 m 
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Figure E.76 – Bending moment – G5, 50 m 
 
